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^uget o)ound Qardens

Are asFamous as itsHomes

A house becomes a home with landscaping. The trees,

shrubs and flowers add beauty, personality and in-

finite variety. Nature has endowed the Puget Sound

area with perfect growing weather and home owners

in the Northwest take full advantage of the oppor-

tunities to grow and enjoy their gardens.

Since the turn of the century we have made it one

of our paramount objectives to supply the garden

needs for Seattle and the Northwest, be it seeds,

shrubs, tools or equipment.

GARDEN TOOLS • SEEDS

FERTILIZERS • SPRAYS • HOSE

SPRINKLERS • POWER MOWERS

GARDEN TRACTORS • HEDGE

SHEARS • SUPPLIES

Northwest Garden

Headquarters for

Half a Century!

Superb
STOCK OF

TULIP

BULBS
Darwin and Cottage tulip

bulbs in generous selec-

tion are available now at

all our stores. All choice

stock from the finest do-

mestic growers. Varieties

of imported Dutch bulbs

also available.



Report On The Arboretum—An Excerpt

Brian 0. Mulligan

T his is the first occasion on which I have

had the honor and pleasure of addres-

sing the members of the Foundation since

Mrs. Mulligan and myself were introduced

to you at a luncheon meeting in November

last. May I say how much I appreciate this

opportunity of telling you something of what

we have so far achieved at the Arboretum,

what we hope to do in both the near as well

as the more distant future, and what our im-

mediate needs are likely to be, so far as they

can be foreseen . . .

Early in 1947 the Arboretum Board agreed

to my suggestion that the original Olmsted

planting plan be slightly modified to permit

certain of the conifer collections being planted

elsewhere than in the Pinetum, which is too

small to accommodate even a moderately rep-

resentative gathering of these essential and

popular trees and shrubs, and where neces-

sary to transfer to other sites certain families

or genera originally placed in situations quite

unsuited to their needs.

In future, therefore, the pines and junipers

will be centered on Foster’s Island, firs and

spruces along the ridge between Rhododenr-

ron Glen and Woodland Garden while such

groups as Cactus, Cistus, box, Hypericum,

tamarisk, euonymus, and Yucca will be plant-

EDITOR’S NOTE: The report made by Brian O.
Mulligan to the Arboretum Foundation on the occa-
sion of its annual membership meeting last July 30
contained so much vital information that the edi-
torial board of The Bulletin has decided to run an
excerpt from It in place of his report on the sum-
mer’s activities, which topic will be included in our
Winter issue.

ed in open positions which they generally

appreciate instead of being heavily shaded

beneath trees. Under this re-arrangement

part of the great rose family, including the

Sorbus, Cotoneasters, Spiraeas, and Rosa

species will be planted out towards the Point,

as we term the former dump area towards

Union Bay, where I have no doubt they will

do themselves full justice in the years to come

and gradually transform this now barren area

into a place of some beauty and interest, in

fall and early winter as well as in spring and

summer . . .

Recent and Current Work

So much for a brief sketch of some of the

principal and most evident achievements dur-

ing the past eight months. Much else has

gone on which is so apparent, or only seems

commonplace in the daily routine; for

example, the many telephone calls and letters

of inquiry to be dealt with, the hundreds of

new labels which Mr. Hansen has made and

placed on many of the azaleas, rhododendrons,

and newly planted trees and shrubs; the

maintenance of the record cards in the office

showing in each case how many plants have

been set out, whether in frames, lath houses,

nursery, or into the Arboretum; in the last

case, into what section or group; the collec-

tion and cleaning of seeds for exchange with

other arboreta and botanic gardens during

next winter and spring; the constant watering

and sprinkling, grass mowing and raking,

weeding and cultivating, which goes on daily
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throughout the summer months, and the fre-

quent maintenance and care of our various

mechanical tools and sprinkling system, for

which the foreman, Earl Brown, is both re-

sponsible and our chief mainstay and adviser.

Machinery

Here something should be said about the

machinery and equipment at the Arboretum.

The Ford-Ferguson tractor with hydraulic

lift, which was bought at the end of 1945, has

proved to be the most useful and valuable

machine which we possess. With it we can

plow (after borrowing a plow from the Uni-

versity), disc, or spike-harrow, level or culti-

vate ground, cut grass either with the five-

foot sickle-bar mower or the set of three

thirty-inch rotary mowers acquired this, spring,

and also rake the hay. We still need, and with-

in a reasonable time hope to acquire, the

scoop and loader made for this tractor, to

move soil, compost, cinders and other similar

materials mechanically instead of by hand.

At times it happens, especially in summer,

that the tractor is needed for more than one

type of job at the same moment, e.g. grass-

mowing and cultivating, and I therefore look

forward to the day when we shall have a pair

of these excellent tools available for our needs,

so that the strain on the present one and its

driver can be somewhat lessened. The cost

of a new Ford-Ferguson at present is around

$1300.00.

Of our smaller equipment we have lately

exchanged, at a net cost of $680.00, two of

our older small motor-cultivators for modern

rotary types, one eighteen-inch, the other

fourteen inches in width, the latter having a

single rubber-tired wheel which makes it

most maneuverable in awkward corners.

With these two we can now cultivate closely

round and between plants both in nursery

rows and in the Arboretum beds, saving many

man-hours of hand labor and also allowing

more frequent and deeper cultivations which

should result in better weed-control. A vis-

ible demonstration of the work done by the

larger of these machines can be seen on the

slope near the south end of Azalea Way,

where the azaleas had become very foul with

horsetail, morning glory, and other perennial

weeds, and are now comparatively clean.

A rather urgent need in equipment is a

modern power-driven sprayer, capable of ap-

plying in quantity and with adequate force

not only lime-sulphur and other winter sprays,

but also insecticides and weed-killing solu-

tions in spring and summer. It may be pos-

sible to obtain one to be towed and driven by

our Ford-Ferguson tractor, or we may have

to get a separate outfit capable of being mount-

ed on our large ten-wheeled ex-army truck.

Such equipment this spring would have al-

lowed us to deal thoroughly with the plague of

tent-caterpillars which were a major nuisance

for some weeks, but have fortunately done no

permanent harm to the trees or shrubs in the

Arboretum collections.

Thanks to the College of Forestry and Dean

Marckworth we now possess a surplus power-

driven chain saw from the University’s Pack

Forest, a tool which in future will greatly in-

crease the speed with which we can fell and

cut up any dead or redundant trees.

Labor Force

Other than powered equipment, which

stretches out our limited manpower and al-

lows us to do more with the same number of

men, our great need is, of course, for more

labor of the type we have at present, not

necessarily men skilled in the arts of garden-

ing, who are rare and hard to find here, but

men interested in their work in the Arbore-

tum, capable of doing intelligently and

thoroughly whatever is required and asked

of them. We are fortunate in now having

a dozen full-time men of that type, of all ages,

with a great variety of previous experience

and skills amongst them,—as well as four

useful part-time workers,—but in my opinion

we cannot hope to see the whole of this great

Arboretum,—and great and famous it cer-

tainly can and should be, and I sincerely

believe it will become if given the support it

deserves,—we cannot hope to see it all prop-

erly planted, cultivated and maintained, with-

out a labor force of twice that size. With

twenty-five full-time men of the same calibre

as those we now have, (requiring an addition

of some $33,000 to our annual payroll at pres-
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ent salary rates), plus that additional tractor

I have mentioned and such other equipment

as might from time to time become necessary,

I believe that in a reasonably short period

—

possibly five years—the Arboretum might so

develop and expand within itself and by that

time possess such a well cared for and varied

collection of woody plants as would astonish

those who only knew it prior to or during the

war years, and in addition draw a very large

number of visitors, including students and

other interested persons and groups annually

to Seattle from a wide area around us. There

is, in fact, no visible limit to our future devel-

opment, given the necessary enthusiasm, the

proper understanding of the Arboretum’s place

both within and without the University, the

city and the state, and most essentially the

funds to accomplish it.

There is at least one qualification or neces-

sary condition to be mentioned in connection

with any marked increase in either staff or vis-

itors, and that is their housing and comfort.

The men at present have quarters which are

just adequate, but only just; any increase in

their numbers would certainly mean expendi-

ture on better accommodation for washing,

changing, and having their mid-day meal. For

visitors there is no comfort station and only

limited parking and picnicking facilities; I

believe however that Mr. May, Superinten-

dent of Buildings and Grounds at the Uni-

versity, has some plans for improvements in

these directions as soon as both materials and

labor become available,—though when one

drives around the campus these days and sees

how much building and alteration work is

proceeding in so many different places one

might be forgiven for wondering whether the

Arboretum’s turn will ever come. The diffi-

culties of finding any further room for our

mechanical equipment are becoming acute,

since most of the available garage space and

store-sheds are already full, so that at least a

temporary solution before next winter is a

matter of urgency. As an example of the

situation, the set of disc-harrows for the trac-

tor is housed in the packing-case in which our

furniture came over from England, whilst the

large 10-wheeled truck stands permanently

outside. Given a new garage or store-shed it

might be possible to provide more space and

better facilities for the crew, which is most

desirable.

The eventual goal must be a permanent ad-

ministration building worthy of the dignity of

a University undertaking, balanced in size to

the needs of the Arboretum and the site it

may occupy, and fitting in design with its

surroundings. Whether it should be combined

with, or separate from, the exhibition hall

and other offices which have already been pro-

posed, and where it should be situated, is not

for me to suggest, but when the time comes

for any permanent building to be erected I

am confident that full consideration will be

given to our particular needs. It seems prob-

able at any rate, that before that time ar-

rives the office staff will be competing severe-

ly for space with the furniture, files, records,

seeds, herbarium specimens, and library; this

last important feature is now growing reg-

ularly and steadily in size, variety, and use-

fulness, with particular emphasis on all litera-

ture dealing with those woody plants of the

temperate world with which we are chiefly

concerned, and it will not be long before it

outgrows the available shelf space.

Films And Photographic Records

The question of making permanent photo-

graphic records of the present and future

states of the Arboretum and of notable trees

or shrubs in it, has also occurred to me, as

well as the desirability of a movie film show-

ing the many types of work on which we are

engaged at various seasons of the year, some

of the principal features on a tour of the Ar-

boretum, with examples of the best plant

groups when in flower, fruit, or fall coloring.

The still photography could be done by our-

selves, given a suitable type of camera and

accessories, which at present we do not pos-

sess; the latter would be a matter for con-

sultation and co-operation with the College

and Dean of Education at the University.

Such a picture of the work and plantings of

the Arboretum would have a distinct educa-

tional value, and be of value for showing not

only to groups in Seattle and the State of

Washington but also much farther afield, if
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necessary. May I commend these two sug-

gestions to your attention for further develop-

ment in the future.

Work Proposed for Winter 1947-48

(A) Clearance: There are several large

areas on which we hope to start clearance work

in the fall; one of the most important com-

prises the slopes surrounding the playground

at the Madison Street entrance, originally

planned for and partially planted with mem-
bers of the family Rosaceae, Rosa species

Spiraeas, Cotoneasters, Sorbus, etc., which, as

I have already said, we are now transferring

elsewhere. If this is properly cleaned of bram-

bles and other weeds and carefully replanted,

the appearance of the Arboretum from Madi-

son Street can be much enhanced, as well as

the attractive views into it towards the rock

garden and maple collection.

Another section so far untouched is the

western boundary line along its whole length

from Madison to E. Lynn Street. Part of

this runs close to the Boulevard northwards

from Boyer Avenue, and it is therefore likely

to be this portion which we shall attack first.

One day I hope we shall possess a boundary

fence on that side comparable to the one on

the eastern, Broadmoor, side, to set a definite

line to our property and prevent encroach-

ments by private owners of adjoining lots, but

it may be wise to defer this undertaking until

the plans for Empire Way along 28th and

26th Avenues North have been finally de-

clared.

Thirdly, I should like to tackle the sur-

roundings of the lagoon area at the northern

end of the Arboretum where the road curves

round towards the entrance to our office and

to Broadmoor. This, a particularly untidy

and disruptable section, although much fre-

quented by fishing enthusiasts, is over-grown

with willow bushes and morning glory, and

is consequently likely to need much effort and

continuous cultivation before the banks slop-

ing to the water are fit to grow grass and

appropriate trees and shrubs, as I expect

them to do at some future time.

That area naturally leads us on to Foster’s

Island, which at present we have not been

able to touch, for reasons of labor supply

alone. Here we shall eventually have our

collection of birches, alders, hornbeams and

their allies, together with the pines and junip-

ers, as I mentioned earlier, which will occupy

the drier raised central area, and possibly

certain other genera also if space and soil

types permit, but apart from that bare state-

ment, the question of dealing thoroughly with

Foster’s Island must remain for a later date

when we have made the essential preliminary

clearance of the ground.

Then there is Woodland Garden, already

mentioned in this review. This is a small

area between Azalea Way and the upper road

opposite the nursery, but one possessing con-

siderable possibilities for enchancement of its

attractions. We have already made some

prelimaniry improvements, as I detailed to

you, but during the fall we intend to clear

out some of the old native filbert, elder and

willow bushes, to give more space and light,

so that we shall have room to plant such

things as enjoy those conditions of thin wood-

land, including more of the Japanese maples,

Primulas, Lilies, and Meconopsis which are

already happily settled there. In this plan I

am sure I shall have the approval of and any

necessary assistance from the West Seattle

Garden Club, sponsors of the original plantings

in Woodland Garden.

Finally, so far as clearance work is con-

cerned, there is the nursery. About two-thirds

of this has now been cleaned, and about a

quarter of it is vacant and being regularly

cultivated at the present time to remove as

many perennial weed roots as possible before

replanting, which will become necessary by

the end of this summer to accommodate young

plants now growing in the greenhouses or

frames. Two sections then remain to be

cleared, containing many young trees and

shrubs long overdue for moving. Even after

the plants have been removed it will take

much time and labor to put the land into fit

state again for use, due to the dense growth

of quack grass, morning glory, and our other

local public enemies of the vegetable world.

(B) Planting: I have already said that

we intend doing considerable planting with

(Continued on Page Twenty-seven)
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Flowering Crabapples Are Becoming

Increasingly Popular

Donald Wyman*

FLOWERING crabapples can be enjoyed

the entire year not only because of their

bright cheery flowers in the springtime but

also because of their brilliantly colored fruits

in the late summer, fall and in many cases

during the entire winter. Fortunately they

can be grown over a wide area under all sorts

of soil conditions in every place where apple

trees grow well. These are two good reasons

for their increasing popularity.

Lilacs, forsythias, mock-oranges and Jap-

anese cherries are only of landscape interest

to us while they are in flower. We care for

them tenderly fifty weeks of the year so that

we can enjoy their flowers for the short two-

week period that they are in bloom! Crab-

apples, on the other hand, can be enjoyed dur-

ing several seasons and so they warrant in-

creasing attention the part of home owners

everywhere. Their bright red and yellow fruits

of varying sizes often start to color at the end

of August and are of cardinal interest on the

tree sometimes for a month, sometimes for an

entire winter, depending on the variety and,

of course, on the number of birds in the

vicinity. The fruits of some varieties are even

large enough to be used for making jelly, so

the economical house owner can thus combine

the aesthetic with the practical in his plantings.

We do not have to go to far-off China or

Japan for interesting crabapples. Several

outstanding ones are native in the United

States. The Bechtel Crab for instance is of

outstanding interest because of its pink, rose-

like, double flowers. It was found growing

in a woods in Central Illinois many years ago

where it had grown for a considerable time

undisturbed, until finally one day a business-

minded nurserymen saw it and realized its

potential commercial possibilities. Now it

may be obtained from nurserymen everywhere

in the United States. Although there are

*Dr. Donald Wyman, one of the nation’s best-
known horticulturists, is a member of the staff of
Arnold Arboretum, Harvard University.

some hundred and fifty different kinds of

crabapples offered by nurseries in this coun-

try, it is not necessary to grow more than two

or three kinds to enjoy their wide variety in

flowers as well as fruits.

Some Good Crabapples for Flowers

It is not exaggerating to say that there is

a crabapple for almost every situation. If a

standard tree is desired, there is the Manchur-

ian Crab (Malus baccata mandshurica) which

grows to a height of fifty feet or more and its

pure white flowers are the first of the crab-

apples to open. On the other hand, in a small

garden, where there is room for only one

crabapple, the Sargent Crab (M . Sargenti),

which never grows over about eight feet tall

although it may grow to be twice as broad,

is excellent for such small scale plantings. The

flowers of the Sargent Crab are also pure

white and the fruit, although small, is dark

red.

Many of the crabapples are dense and

bushy in growth. The Japanese Flowering

Crab (M . floribunda ) and the Carmine Crab

(M . astrosanguinea) both of which seldom

grow to be more than twenty to twenty- five

feet tall are good examples. They face to

the ground very well, making excellent speci-

mens in flower as well as in fruit. One of the

best examples of good crabapples planting I

have ever seen was in the parks of Rochester,

New York, where there were two Japanese

flowering crabapples (the flowers of which

are light pink and gradually fade to white)

planted in front of a dense wood of white pines.

Placed directly in front of the Japanese flower-

ing crabs was a single specimen Carmine Crab

(the flowers of which are a deep carmine).

Both these crabapples bloom at the same time

and when the plants were in full bloom the

combined effect of this particular combination

was astoundingly beautiful.

For picturesque habit of growth, the Tea

Crab (M. hupehensis) is best, with its long
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single branches originating low down on the

trunk and forming a beautiful wide spreading

fan. The Tea Crab gets its name from the fact

that the Chinese often use its leaves in making

a popular tea. For upright growth the Midget

Crab (M. micromalus) is excellent. Its light

pink flowers are typically miniature apple blos-

soms and exemplify the popular conception of

crabapple flowers.

A very popular crabapple is the Parkman

Crab (M. Halliana Parkmani

)

which original-

ly came to this country from Japan. It is un-

fortunately the least hardy of all the crab-

apples. In the severe winter of 1933-34 this

fact was emphasized many times in certain

situations where the other crabapples were not

injured but the Parkman Crab suffered varying

degrees of winter killing.

There are several double flowering forms

of the crabapples, some of them white and

some a good deep pink. The old-fashioned

Chinese apple (M. spectabilis) is one example

and the new “Katherine” recently distributed

by Arnold Arboretum, has double white to

pale pink flowers sometimes two inches in

diameter. “Prince Georges” is another new

double pink variety of merit. Then such va-

rieties as “Hopa,” “Makamik,” “Red Silver”

and “Sissipuk” all are interesting because of

their purplish red flowers. It should be re-

membered that crabapples are considerably

hardier than the Japanese cherries, often

longer-lived and so can be substituted for Jap-

anese cherries in situations where the cher-

ries do not prove satisfactory.

The length of time the crabapples remain

in flower naturally depends in large part on

the temperature during the days when the

blossoms are open. With a cool atmosphere

these plants may keep looking well for a

week or ten days while, if the weather is

very hot and humid, the chances are that the

flowers will only last three or four days. This

is particularly true of the single-flowered

forms.

Crabapples oj Interest for Their Form or

Foliage

There are some like “Exzellenz Thiel,”

“Oekonomierat Echtermeyer” and “Elise

Rathke” which are pendulous in habit, not

charmingly so like the weeping cherry, but

nevertheless with merit. A few are fastigiate

in habit while young, especially M. baccata

columnaris

,

but in old age the fruits eventually

are so profuse that their weight pulls the

branches out of shape.

A few like “Redfield,” “Redflesh” and

“Red Silver” have leaves that are of a red-

dish tinge, sufficiently so to lend color through-

out the summer to the green-leaved plantings

in which they happen to be. Such trees are

of interest under certain conditions.

Good Crabapples for Fruit

Most of the crabapples have bright colored

fruits. Those of the Japanese flowering crab

may be either red or yellow. Probably the

Arnold Crab (M . arnoldiana), originating in

Arnold Arboretum as a chance seedling in

1883, with its bright golden fruits is the best

of those with yellow fruits. In this country

many nurserymen propagate crabapples by

grafting or budding, and when this is done

of course the character and color of the fruit

will be the same as that of the plant from

which the bud or scion was taken. However,

in some sections where there is seed available,

some nurserymen grow crabapples from seed,

and when this is done, it is probable that the

seedlings will produce flowers and fruits un-

like the species simply because in most col-

lections in this country there is ample op-

portunity of cross breeding among the differ-

ent species when they are in bloom. In other

words, there are few “pure stands’ of indi-

vidual species where the trees would not be

subjected to pollination at least from other

trees close by.

The Cutleaf Crab (M . toringoides

)

has the

best fruits of all. This tree was introduced

into the United States from China in 1917

by the late E. H. Wilson. Since that time it

has thrived and fully demonstrated its ability

to produce beautiful fruits. In the first place

they are pear-shaped and not like large peas

as are the fruits of many of the others. Sec-

ondly, when mature they are colored red on

the side towards the sun, and yellow on the

side away from the sun, an excellent combina-

(Continued on Page Thirty)
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Landscape Design vs. Decorating

J. G. Seupelt*

ACCORDING to the wav in which plant

material is used landscape gardening

may be thought of as of two kinds.

One of these, the inferior, is that which

uses plants for what they are at the mo-

ment, for their decorative value, without, or

with small regard to what each particular

plant will grow into, or whether there would

be a chance for it to develop under the cir-

cumstances of its situation in the group.

The other, a landscape effort of a much

higher type, has regard not only for what a

plant is at the time of planting, but also how

it will develop through the years, how it will

influence its neighbors and how it will be in-

fluenced by them.

In the arrangement of base plantings (also

called “foundation plantings”) very frequently

no concern for the future development of

plants, either singly or of the group is evinced,

and it is such inept efforts which have in-

spired this article and which have led the

writer to make the distinction between land-

scape design and decorating.

Under the decorative principle plants are

used and combined into groups to please the

eye by arranging shapes, sizes, textures and

colors so as to leave a sense of satisfaction in

the mind of the beholder in much the same

way as a florist arranges a bouquet.

When such arrangements are done with the

same unconcern for the future as the florist

has for his decidedly ephemeral creations

then this piece of landscape reverts to the

status of a mere decoration the value of

which is likely to be at its zenith at first,

only to decrease steadily as time goes on.

Base plantings, particularly on small hold-

ings (ordinary city lots) frequently are all

that is done in the way of landscape improve-

ment, and it is precisely with these that too

often an immediate show is called for. The

result of such impatience is invariably a

planting, that though it decorates the place,

•Mr. J. G. Seupelt is a landscape architect, prac-
ticing his profession in Spokane, Washington.

is poorly planned, because its beauty will be

shortlived and the plants will soon be in need

of thinning and of rearrangement.

The superficial decorative principle is one

that every competent practitioner has to

battle and come to terms with. Between the

natural desire of his clients to obtain the

earliest possible results and the proposals of

capable salesmen promising “this and heaven

too” he must be a diplomat to steel his ethical

course.

Theoretically speaking, a new planting,

be it a base-planting or any other group, is

necessarily somewhat scanty in appearance.

At first it will seem like so many single

plants rather than a connected group. But

this is as it should be, for density and coher-

ence will come about in a season or two, with

better results and more healthy and more

healthily developed plants than could be had

from a planting that was more satisfying and

more eye-filling from the start.

The span of usefulness of shrubbery groups

depends on a variety of factors, any one of

which is greatly influenced by the manner

in which the original planting was arranged;

whether the spacing of the individual shrubs

was close or wide, whether it was done with

due regard to ultimate expansion in height

or spread according to their kind, or whether

all these considerations were disregarded or

subordinated to the making of an early show.

Shrubs placed too close together soon get

in touch with each other and find only one

direction in which to extend themselves, which

is upward. In this condition each shrub gets

long and leggy and if it fails to compete with

other more vigorous growers, it is swamped.

Thus, besides creating a condition perplexing

to caretakers it also creates an Eldorado for

all pests and infestations that green things are

heir to.

Many persons, while visiting nurseries to

make selections ask for “fast growing” ma-
terial and find that the nurseries generally

are well supplied to fill tb"l demand How-
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ever, the quick growing material is not, or

frequently is not what solves a given land-

scape problem best, for on the contrary it is

the slow growing material which lends itself

best for use in situations where to remain in

scale is of importance. Thus an Irish yew is

far more valuable in certain situations than

would be an upright English yew, just because

the former is so much more slow in develop-

ing than the latter. As another example of

failure by haste, may be mentioned the fre-

quency with which Chinese elms are chosen

where shade trees are planted, suggesting that

their quick growth is the deciding factor, for

it is certainly not their longevity which rec-

ommends them. These fast growing, weedlike

trees reach full maturity in less than twenty

years and begin to break down at a time when

other more persistent kinds, such as oaks,

walnuts, sycamore, ash, etc., become impres-

sive because of their age, trees whose elder

specimens overlap several genrations of man.

In cases where the exchequer of a house-

holder does not allow of planting evergreens

in their usual sizes, accommodating enterpris-

ers have planted small nurselings of evergreen

plants and have made up in numbers what

they lacked in stature by planting several of

them on a space that should be occupied by

one only. The inevitable consequence of such

a procedure is that these many plants soon

O. E. HOLMDAHL

Landscape Architect

711 BROADWAY NORTH • CApitol 3407

Member, Washington Society of Landscape Architects

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL
SHADE TREE CONFERENCE

Tree and Shrubbery

Spraying Service

R. M. DYE

Phone (mornings) SHeridan 4944

20063 19th Ave. N.E. Seattle 55, Wash.

grow in touch with one another, get bare

where they touch and, growing up cannot

develop their characteristic shapes and are

therefore unfit to use again when a rearrange-

ment has been decided upon.

Since the desire of the owner for immediate

effect is working into the hands of the sales-

man intent on selling a bill of goods, it is no

wonder that a general survey shows a pre-

ponderance of places that have been over-

planted and are in consequence enshrouded

in a maze of greenery too large and heavy for

the proportions of both building and grounds.

So much for existing conditions and the

causes which favor their propagation. What
is the remedy?

The remedy would seem to lie in two direc-

tions. Negatively, by practicing the chief

virtue of a gardener, patience, to refrain from

insisting on an immediate show; and posi-

tively, by getting accustomed to distinguish-

ing between the role played by ‘‘primaries,”

by “secondaries,” and by fillers whenever a

planting plan is to be developed.

Primaries are all those plants which, like

trees and large conifers, dominate the scene

and serve as accents. These are placed first.

Secondaries are the permanent material out

of which groups and screen plantings are

made up. Secondaries in base plantings are

low or medium high evergreen or deciduous

shrubs, used under windows and to serve as

a sort of hyphen to combine primary accents

into a group with themselves.

Fillers, as their name suggests, are used, or

better, may be used, to fill in a young plant-

ing here and there with other quick growing

and inexpensive plants for a more immediate

cohesion of the group. Such fillers are intend-

ed to be reduced by pruning as room is needed

for the expanding permanent plants, pri-

maries and secondaries. In the end fillers are

removed entirely.

Any planting so planned and developed can

be thinned without making a complete re-

arrangement necessary.

i i i

Have you read any good gardening books

lately? If so why not write us about them.
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The Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University

Karl Sax*

THE Arnold Arboretum was established

seventy-five years ago in accord with a

bequest made by James Arnold. It was located

on the farm of Benjamin Bussey near Boston,

Massachusetts. The first director, Charles S.

Sargent, found himself with a worn-out farm

of about one hundred and twenty-five acres

and an endowment of one hundred thousand

dollars. This was the foundation for the devel-

opment of “America’s Greatest Garden.”

Fortunately the natural features of the old

Bussey Farm with meadows, hills and brooks,

permitted an effective and natural habitat for

the various species of trees and shrubs. The

general landscape treatment and the location

of roads and paths were done under the super-

vision of F. L. Olmsted, who also laid out

the park system for the City of Boston.

Although the Arnold Arboretum was found-

ed for the introduction of trees, shrubs and

other plants which could be grown in the

Boston area, the collections have been limited

almost entirely to woody plants. The first

major project was the introduction of hardy

species from all parts of the northern hemi-

sphere. Much of this material was obtained

from botanic gardens and nurserymen, but in

addition staff members and agents of the in-

stitution explored the forests of North Amer-

ica, Asia, and parts of Europe for new species

and varieties of horticultural value. Our out-

standing plant explorer, Mr. E. H. Wilson,

spent many years collecting seeds and plants

in China. Professors Sargent, Jack and Pal-

mer collected extensively in North America.

During this period thousands of species and

varieties were introduced from the northern

hemisphere, many of them new to this part

of the world. The new introductions included

such outstanding species as Acer griseum,

Berberis Thunbergi, Cedrus libani, Kolkwit-

zia amablilis, Malus hupenhensis, Prunus

Sargenti, Rosa multiflora, Syringa microphyl-

la, Ulmus japonica, and the regal lily, Lilium

regale.

*Dr. Karl Sax is acting director of Arnold Ar-
boretum.

The search for new species of horticultural

plants continued through Professor Sargent’s

administration, but with diminishing returns

in later years. When Professor Oakes Ames

became director of the Arnold Arboretum in

1927 he recognized the need for new sources

of horticultural species and varieties. In

1928 he appointed a cytologist and plant

breeder to study the origin and relationships

of allied species and to produce new types of

horticultural plants by hybridization. This

project is paying dividends in the form of

improved varieties of forsythia, cherries, ap-

ples, lilacs, roses, maples and pines.

Professor Sargent realized that an arbore-

tum could not function effectively without

access to a herbarium and library for the

proper study and identification of plant spe-

cies. In 1892, Mr. H. H. Hunnewell donated

a building to house the library and herbarium.

In 1905 a fireproof wing was added to house

the increasing collections. The herbarium

contains one of the best collections of woody
plants in the world, and is outstanding in its

completeness of species from North America

and Asia. There are now nearly half a million

specimens in the herbarium. The former

curator, Professor Alfred Rehder, is known
throughout the world for his taxonomic work
on cultivated trees and shrubs. As emeritus

professor at the age of 84 he is still active,

completing a bibliography of cultivated trees

and shrubs of the cooler temperate regions of

the northern hemisphere. Professor E. D.
Merrill, the former director, has greatly in-

creased the size of the herbarium and enlarged

the scope of its operations, and has done much
to increase the institution’s scientific prestige.

It is important that provisions for publica-

tion be maintained. For many years contribu-

tions from the Arnold Arboretum appeared in

special volumes such as Sargent’s “Sylva of

North America,” the “Bradley Bibliography”

by Professor Rehder, and “Plantae Wilson-

ianae.” In 1911 the Bulletin of Popular In-

formation was introduced to keep the public
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informed of Arboretum activities and horti-

cultural progress. In 1941 the name of this

publication was changed to Arnoldia. Since

1919 the Journal oj the Arnold Arboretum

has contained the more technical papers from

staff members and contributing botanists. In

addition occasional monographs have been

published and are now included as a series in

Sargentia.

Under Professor Sargent’s administration

the Arnold Arboretum was developed into one

of the world’s leading botanical gardens. At

the time of his death the plantings extended

over 265 acres and the endowment had been

increased ten-fold. The subsequent directors,

Professors Oakes Ames and E. D. Merrill,

were responsible for continued progress in

broadening the scope of the institution and

effecting a closer association with Harvard

University.

The support of the Arnold Arboretum is

entirely dependent upon bequests and gifts

from people interested in horticulture. These

friends of the Arnold Arbortum have pro-

vided an endowment now approaching the

sum of four million dollars. Our income of ap-

proximately $150,000 per year is adequate

only for the routine maintenance of the

grounds, herbarium, and taxonomic work, due

to greatly increased costs of labor, materials

and equipment. The much needed experi-

mental work in plant propagation, fertilizers,

and disease control of ornamental trees and

shrubs will require additional funds.

During the war years the labor shortage

prohibited adequate care of the grounds.

Moreover, little had been done for several

decades to thin out overcrowded plantings.

Last year the trees and shrubs were subjected

to a major thinning operation to permit the

remaining trees to develop properly. In the

Tilia collection alone eighty mature trees were

removed. Vistas have been opened up and

the landscape is much more attractive.

The original system of grouping species in

taxonomic groups has generally been fol-

lowed. The Magnoliaceae are grouped around

the Administration Building at one of the

main entrances. In the meadow beyond, the

Tilias are on one side of the road and opposite

them the maple collection begins. Around sev-

eral small ponds the Oriental cherries make

a natural planting, and the flowering crabs

are along a bank adjacent to the Bussey

Institution grounds. At the foot of Bussey Hill

are the forsythias and above them the lilac

collection—one of the best in the world.

Higher on the hill are the species of Fraxinus

and Ulmus, and at the top is the collection of

azaleas and allied genera. The walnuts and

oaks occupy the far side of the hill and at

one edge are the Viburnums. Hemlock Hill

was covered with virgin hemlocks, but the

hurricane of 1938 destroyed about half of the

collection. The natural growth of birch is

providing a cover for new plantings of hem-

lock.

The collection of conifers in the Arboretum

is one of our greatest assets. The collection is

as complete as climatic conditions will permit

and the plantings are well adapted to the

natural landscape. In the Peters Hill area of

the Arboretum are the more complete collec-

tions of apple species, and a large collection

of Crataegus species. The poplar species also

were planted on the side of Peters Hill, but

most of these were destroyed by the hurri-

cane of 1938. This area has not yet been

renovated.

In addition to the larger taxonomic group

of trees and shrubs, some genera are in mixed

plantings to conserve space or to take advan-

tage of well protected sites. The shrub collec-

tion includes species of Berberis, Rosa, Spirea,

Philadelphus, Ribes, Vaccinium, and other

genera. In protected areas are some of the

more tender species and genera which are not

entirely at home in a New England climate,

but which are of value in a plant breeding

program.

The Arnold Arboretum has recently ac-

quired a well-equipped farm in Weston, and

a substantial endowment provided by a be-

quest from the Misses Marian Roby and

Louisa Case. This land provides much needed

acreage of nursery space, trial plots, and

experimental work. Here we can test new in-

troductions and our own new hybrids. In addi-

tion some of the less desirable species of

(Continued on Page Twenty-four)
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On Growing Rhododendrons From Seed

Halfdan Lem*

I
T was in the spring of 1926 when I tried to

grow rhodendrons from seed in Ketchikan,

Alaska.

I had received fifty packets of seed from a

Reverend Anderson in England. All were rho-

dodendron species, and many of them were

rare kinds, not easy to grow. I had never be-

fore seen seed of rhododendron. They surely

looked very interesting to me. Every species

of them was a different color but they were all

very tiny—so much smaller than I ever had ex-

pected, and only fifty seeds in each packet.

Accustomed as I was to handling the larger

seeds of dahlia and delphinium, how could I

ever handle these tiny ones!

I did not have a greenhouse, for one thing,

and it worried me no end where to find dry

enough soil to sift in the flats in a place where

it rained for almost 365 days a year. I finally

made two flats ready, seeded them in very

carefully and placed them in the basement

leaving the window open when the weather

was not too windy. You may be sure I made

many and daily trips to the basement while

waiting for a single sprout to appear. I had

sprouted dahlia seed there in five days and

why should not these so much smaller seeds

come even faster, I thought.

After four weeks the soil in the flats turned

green and I knew it was high time to get the

flats outside in fresh air. Bringing them out

to the garden, I put a fine screen netting over

them to ward off the heavy rain and the six-

inch-long slugs. The following day the green

moss had already disappeared, but so had the

seed. I could notice them floating in the water

and I could also see some had tiny white

sprouts, but they were all mixed up in the

flats. The few sprouts I could find were again

planted, only to be destroyed when fall rain

started later on.

At least I had made my first try, and I had

already learned a lot.

*Mr. Halfdan Lem, Seattle nurseryman, a spe-
cialist in rhododendrons and magnolias, has writ-
ten frequently for other horticultural publications.

It did go a little better the second year,

and for each year thereafter. When we moved

from Alaska to our new home north of Se-

attle, I had, however, only a couple of hun-

dred young rhododendron seedlings to bring

down with me. In 1928, I procured my first

rhododendrons from Joseph Gable in Penn-

sylvania. He was perhaps the first to offer for

sale young rhododendrons of the Asiatic

species and also some hybrids. I bought a

dozen plants from him while in Alaska, such

as decorum, auriculatum, Falconeri, campylo-

carpum, croceum, Wardii and others. They all

did pretty well when protected from the

strong winds, but Falconeri, decorum, and

even auriculatum froze when the temperature

dropped to twelve above zero one winter.

These species will, however, survive a lower

temperature here where the winters are much

drier.

At this time I have approximately eighty

thousand rhododendrons growing in my nurs-

ery, young and older plants included, and

mostly all grown from seed. It is no wonder

I may feel a little proud of my collection.

Besides the species and many English hybrid

rhododendrons, I have made more than five

hundred crosses between my finest hybrid

seedlings and the species, and I have another

150 crosses growing, now old enough to flower,

from seed crossed in England by a friend.

I could of course have started my nursery

an easier way by importing a few rhododen-

drons from England and making my grafts

from these. There is no trick in doing that,

but I would have lost all the enjoyment I

have had watching my own crosses grow and

flower for me. I wanted to have something in

my garden no one else had and I have ac-

complished my wish.

There is no end to variation in so many
crosses, and there will be no end for many,

many years to come. We have barely

scratched the surface when it comes to cross-

ing of these interesting plants. There are more

than one thousand rhododendron species and
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several thousand hybrids to cross between. It

means that each new perfected hybrid can be

crossed back on a thousand different species.

How far these can be improved no one yet

can tell, but in growing as many different

crossed seedlings as I have here, it has at least

given me an idea what improvement can be

made; for instance, producing double flowers

of many forms, variegation of their leaves in

different colors, and variations in the shape

of their leaves. I even have a seedling with

oak-shaped leaves besides being white varie-

gated.

In mentioning a few of my finest seedlings

produced, I always admired Rhododendron

“Azor” with its large rose-pink flowers having

an apricot center. This, I think, is one of the

best and finest. Many of the seedlings from

this cross, which is Griersonianum x discolor,

are nicer than my imported Rhododendron

“Azor.”

Still, I have had larger flowers from the

cross Griersonianum x Loderi-Corona, but

the colors are not as good as in “Azor,” and

the plants not as hardy. As I understand it,

this cross has lately been named “Mrs. Don-

ald Graham.” From the opposite cross of the

above, Loderi-Corona x Griersonianum, I have

the finest rhododendron in my nursery so

far. Its seven-petaled flowers are rosy-salmon

in a perfect truss. This rhododendron is very

much admired by all visitors to our nursery.

From the cross “Mars” x Griersonianum,

named “Vulcan,” I have the brightest scarlet

of all rhododendrons. It has medium size

flowers in a good size truss. But the cross

Griersonianum “Britannia
,” which also is

bright red, is the largest red flowering rhodo-

dendron in my nursery, its individual flowers

measuring almost five inches across, and it is

most beautiful. Griersonianum x “Earl of

Athlone runs a close second in size with its

darker red color. Likewise Griersonianum x

Armistice Day, which also has bright red

flowers.

I judge all of these mentioned to have finer

flowers than R. “Earl of Athlone,” but in

hardiness the latter is superior.

The two finest yellow rhododendrons I

have had are from the cross campylocarpum

x discolor, named “Lady Bessborough,” and

the cross lacteum x “Mary Swaythling.”

These last two crosses have not yet. been

named. They have flowers almost the size of

the well known R. “Pink Pearl” and their

colors are a better yellow than R. “Unique.”

I do not think there are any other rhododen-

drons in yellow shades superior to these two.

Since I misplaced the label on this campylo-

carpum x discolor cross, I named it “Ole

Olsen.” It has been my most popular yellow

rhododendron for many years.

Other very fine crosses are eriogynum x dis-

color with its orange-scarlet flowers, “G. A.

Sims” x “Talloy-Ho’ with clear red flowers in

in a fine large truss, “Tally-Ho” x discolor

with larger flowers than R. “Azor,” of rosy

pink colors. Griersonianum x Loderi has also

very large trumpet-shaped flowers of the same

color as the latter, and Loderi x discolor with

its white sweet-scented flowers are also of

great size. I have had the most sweet-scented

flowers from decorum x discolor and Loderi

x Corona x Fortunei roseum. However, the

latter with its fine flowers of cream-white or

shell-pink and its fine fioliage is hard to beat.

“Norman Gill” x “Hon. J. Montagu” has

produced some very fine frilled and spotted

pink flowers and it also has very interesting

foliage.

Flowers from “Mrs. J. H. Van Ness” x

Loderi are very attractive, pale pink with a

bright red center. “Peter Roster” x Loderi

has waxy-white flowers, shaded or bordered

rose. Souliei x Loderi “King George” will

often have cream-white flowers both in bud

and when open, something not common since

almost all white rhododendrons will show

pink when in buds. Smithii x calophytum has

fine rose-red flowers, but unfortunately it

blooms so early that its flowers usually freeze

in our nursery. This will also happen in the

case of the bright red flowers from the cross

Edmundi x barbatum x arboreum. Eriogynum

x “Moser’s Maroon” has very fine dark red

flowers with as many as twenty-five to the

truss. Its foliage is not of the best and it

should be grown in shade.

Dichroanthum x Griersonianum, with its

(Continued, on Page Twenty-eight)
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Summer-Flowering Heather

Care and Propagation

Paul A. Mayer*

WITH the many varieties of heather

blooming during the summer months

and providing a most delightful color and

foliage blend in the rockery or border, one

wonders why more are not being planted in

our Northwest gardens.

Sometimes the planting of winter and

spring flowering heathers in the rockery or

borders becomes overpowering, leaving a large

space devoid of color during the summer

months, or again, one may see the planting of

annuals such as petunias and lobelia, or some-

times even geraniums in the rockery, when

the planting of various heathers can give

much more pleasing and permanent effects.

At the time of writing (August 1, 1947) the

writer has 43 distinct varieties and species in

bloom in his garden. Naturally one must make

allowances for the fact that our season, owing

to the very early spring, is somewhat ad-

vanced and for this reason many varieties and

species of heather advanced in flowering by

as much as six weeks.

Varieties and species of heather in bloom

on August 1st are the fringed heather Erica

cilaris and its hybrids, “Mrs. C. H. Gill” and

“Wych”; the twisted heather Erica Cinerea

and its hybrids, alba, “Domino,” “G. Ford,”

“Golden Drop,” “Tubrua” and atro-rubens

;

the Corsican heather Erica stricta; the

Mountain Bell Heather Erica Tetralix and its

white form, var. alba and var. mollis; the

Cornish Heather Erica Vagans with its white

form var. alba, the light pink form var. rubra

and the most beautiful var. “Mrs. D. F. Max-
well,” the latter being possibly the showiest

of all summer blooming heathers and is fully

six weeks earlier coming into bloom this sea-

son than last year.

Also still in bloom is Erica hybride “Dawn,”

Erica Watsoni and Erica Mackaii. The Spike

*Mr. Paul A. Mayer, a Seattle nurseryman,
studied and practiced horticulture in Continental
Europe before coming to America. This is his sec-
ond article on heathers which the Arboretum Bulle-
tin has been privileged to present.

heath, Bruckenthalia spiculifolia, although

blooming since May, is still attractive.

Possibly the best summer bloom is ob-

tained from the Scotch Heather, Calluna vul-

garis and its many varieties. In bloom now

are C. vulgaris and the varieties alba, aurea,

Alportii, “County Wicklow,” jlore pleno,

Hammondii, “Mrs. H. E. Beale,” “Mrs. J. H.

Hamilton,” McKayi, jlore pleno, minima,

Smith’s variety, nana, and pygmaea.

Of the Daboecia or Irish Bell Heather,

Daboecia polijolia or the St. Daboec’s Heath

is at present at its very best. A new Irish Bell

Heather, polijolia rosea with smaller bells

than the type, but of most attractive rose

color, has been in bloom with us since March

and is still attractive. As this heather comes

into bloom when the winter flowering heath-

ers are just finishing their blooming season,

it forms a connecting link between the winter

flowering and summer flowering heathers.

Of our native heathers, Phyllodoce Breweri,

while in bloom since early June, is still seen.

Phyllodoce nipponica, the bell-shaped white

Japanese native heather, has been in bloom

since May, but is still growing in shady cor-

ners.

Propagation of Heather

All heathers are readily propagated by tak-

ing new growth cuttings, dipping the cuttings

in a plant hormone powder and rooting them

under glass in coarse sand that is kept at

pH 6.4 to 6.6. The rooting results can be

hastened if bottom heat can be applied, keep-

ing the sand temperature at 70 degrees F.

The sand must be kept moist. Permit the

cuttings to root thoroughly, after which they

should be transplanted in flats in a soil mix-

ture containing one-half good upland soil,

one-quarter sharp sand and one-quarter Ca-

nadian peat moss. These flats should be car-

ried into a cool greenhouse where sufficient

aeration is assured until they are ready to be

planted indoors in their permanent beds.

These permanent beds should be thoroughly
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enriched with well rotted cow manure and an

addition of Canadian peat moss. Heather beds

should be given a heavy mulch of Canadian

peat moss at the beginning of the dry season.

Remember that all heather requires a gener-

ous water supply during our dry summer

weather. The young heather plants should be

kept pinched regularly to insure a uniform

bushy growth. After one year in the heather

beds, the plants are large enough to plant in

their permanent places in the rockery or

garden, as the plants make a very fine fibrous

root system that readily holds the soil to the

roots, they are transplanted without difficulty.

Another method of propagation, which can

be more easily used by the amateur gardener

who does not have greenhouse facilities, is

layering. All that is needed to create young

plants is the placing of a heavy mulch of

Canadian peat moss around the parent plant

from which one wishes to propagate. Whole

small branches can be pegged down into this

peat moss. These little branches, upon com-

ing into contact with the peat moss, will soon

A 5-pound package of Miller's

Garden COMPOST Maker
will make several hundred

pounds of high-grade organic

humus fertilizer by converting

garden and kitchen refuse,

weeds, leaves, and grass clip-

ings, into a rich organic humus
compost.

Insist on Miller’s
Ask for

ILLUSTRATED

MILLER PRODUCTS
PORTLAND 1, OREGON

develop a root system, and when this system

is of sufficient strength to carry the young

plant over in the regular heather bed, the

layers can be cut off and transplanted into

these beds as has been mentioned.

Care of Heather

All heathers present problems of the easiest

culture. If the few rules mentioned below are

followed, heathers will thrive in our Pacific

Northwest climate.

1. Plant heather in permanent spots in the

garden or rockery in well prepared soil.

Heather loves a light sandy soil that is well

enriched with cow manure, and to which a

generous application of Canadian peat moss

or well pulverized lake bottom humus has

been added.

2. All heather should receive a winter clean-

up spray of an oil emulsion.

3. Before hot weather begins, mulch gen-

erously with Canadian peat moss.

4. Fertilize heather at least twice annually

with an acid base fertilizer. Personally, I like

to fertilize heather with cottonseed meal, but

as this is almost unobtainable, we must be

satisfied by using an acid base fertilizer such

as is used for azaleas and rhododendrons.

5. During hot, dry weather apply water in

generous quantities.

6. Give such tender heathers as Erica ar-

borea, Erica australis, Erica lusitanica and

Daboecia a generous winter mulch of straw

or conifer bows. These winter killed in our

gardens last winter when on the coldest day

the temperature reached six degrees above

zero.

i i i

Weekly feature stories concerning the plant

of chief interest in the Arboretum each week

are now being sent to the daily papers, twenty

weekly papers in and around Seattle, con-

ductors of garden programs on Seattle radio

stations, and other information channels as

far east as Spokane.

i i i

Soil specimens from several areas of the

Arboretum were sent to laboratories at Wash-

ington State College for analysis, preliminary

to an extensive planting program.
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Fuchsias, A
Some General Notes on Fuchsias

Georgia N. Eaton*

FUCHSIAS are of the order Onagraceae,

genus Fuchsia. Near relatives are evening

primroses, Gaura, and Clarkia.

Their leaves are simple, alternate or verti-

cillate; the flowers axillary, racemose, panicu-

late, or pendulous, in shades of red, purple,

white or variegated; the tube is prolonged be-

yond the ovary and is bell or tubular shaped;

the sepals are four spreading lobes; the petals

four, or more in hybrids; the stamens eight;

the stigma four-lobed and prominent; the

berry is soft and has four divisions.

There are over eighty species, some of

recent discovery, but they are very variable

even in the wild.

They were first discovered in 1703 in Santo

Domingo by Father Plunder who called it

Fuchsia triphylla jlore coccinea.

The name fuchsia is in honor of Leonhard

Fuchs, 1501-1566, a learned plantsman. This

species was lost for 170 years and only re-

introduced in 1875. It has been the parent

of plants with interesting colored foliage, but

the 1947 introduction Trumpeteer is out-

standing in its extremely large, rose-colored

blooms.

As the explorations in Mexico and South

America extended new ones were brought

home to England, France and Germany. In

these days of fast transportation we can hard-

ly realize the love and care it must have

taken to bring them safely by the slow sailing

vessels of that day.

The home of the fuchsia is Mexico, South

America, Haiti and New Zealand. The rain

forests of South America furnish the most

outstanding but those which are absolutely

hardy here are from the southern coast of

Chile, magellanica and its hybrids and magel-

lanica alba. Procumbens from New Zealand

is to be seen at the Arboretum and in other

(Continued on Page Thirty-five)

*Miss Georgia N. Eaton of Seattle is responsible
for a large part of the collection of fuchsias in the
University of Washington Arboretum, her gift of a
number of plants being among its first.

Symposium

Fuchsias for All-Summer Bloom

Katherine Lee*

FUCHSIAS have long been a favorite

plant. They are native to Mexico, South

America and New Zealand but are found to

do very well along the coast of Washington,

Oregon and California. They were intro-

duced to Kew Gardens in England in 1788.

They became very popular for a while. Then

interest died and it was not until the 1920s

that they again became popular. Many grew

them, but only the small, common, red and

purple ones. Startling changes have been

made since then. In the last few years it

seems that our western hybridizers have been

working overtime to give us new forms and

colors. There were forty-five new introduc-

tions in 1946 with many more this year. To be

worthy of introduction, a new fuchsia must

be more than an improvement over older va-

rieties. It must represent a distinct step for-

ward in color and form; it must be vigorous

and a good bloomer.

“Lady’s Eardrops" is the common name
and it refers to the buds of all shapes and
sizes. Indeed, they do look like lady’s ear-

drops as they dangle from their stems. Then
they open up and you have a plant full of

dancing ladies dressed in all their gay colors.

There are very light ones, almost white, and
some so dark they look black. In between

there are all the colors of the rainbow. They
are all sizes, from the very tiny “Mrs. J. D.
Fredericks” to “Uncle Jules,” a 1947 intro-

duction that measures four inches across.

Fuchsias are one of the most satisfactory

plants in the garden. They give a profusion

of bloom from early summer until frost, with

only a small amount of effort on the part of

the gardener. They satisfy different people’s

needs in their gardens, for they can be trained

to grow as bushes, standards, pyramids, hang-

ing baskets, or even espaliered. One word of

*Mrs. Katherine Lee is a member of the Fuchsia
Society and of the Better Gardens Club of Seattle,
in addition to her duties as state chairman of the
Washington State Federation of Garden Clubs
Judging School.
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warning to those about to try their skill at

training. Be sure to know the growth habit

of a fuchsia before you attempt to train it.

Ask an experienced grower about the type

you wish.

I grow them in pots, tubs, hanging baskets,

window boxes, and a few planted directly in

the ground. Mine are nearly always set

against a background of greens such as shrub-

bery, ferns, and even raspberry bushes. I have

baskets hanging on the patio, from the ar-

bors, along the side of the house, and from

the corners of the garage. Then there are pots

of fuchsias under these baskets at the corners

of the patio and at the entrances to the ar-

bors. I always put the largest plants in the

back. These, as a rule, are the older plants

and grown as trees. Then I mass the smaller

plants in front of them. Fuchsias combine

beautifully with tuberous-rooted and fibrous

begonias. Not only do their colors and tex-

tures blend well together, but they require

the same growing conditions.

Fuchsias are propagated from cuttings

taken in August, September or early October.

They are best rooted in clean, coarse sand,

first dipping them in a rooting compound.

Generally rooting can be counted on in from

two to three weeks. When rooted, the cut-

tings should be potted singly in four-inch

pots in a mixture of one part garden loam,

one part compost, one part sharp sand and

one part well rotted manure. Place in a green-

house, hotbed, or a warm window in the base-

ment or house and keep growing during the

winter. By spring you will have blooming

size plants and they should then be shifted to

larger pots.

They may be set out of doors when the

danger of frost is over, usually around the

first of May, but earlier in some protected

gardens. Light is essential but hot and direct

afternoon sun is harmful to most varieties.

Give morning sun only wherever possible or

sunshine filtered through trees or overhead

lattice. The small single varieties and some

of the orange ones will stand more sun.

Feed them once a month with your favorite

fertilizer. Be sure to water plants before and

after fertilizing. If you are using a commer-

cial fertilizer, use about a teaspoomui to an

eight-inch pot. Fuchsias need lots of water,

especially those grown in pots and baskets.

You can’t over water them if drainage condi-

tions are good. The important thing is to keep

the soil in and around the roots moist at all

times. Frequently give an overhead shower,

preferably early in the morning. Spray every

two weeks for leafspot, aphis, and green-

worm. Use one of the combination sprays

containing both insecticide and fungicide.

Fuchsias are shallow rooted and should not

be cultivated close to the plant.

In the winter the plants should be allowed

to rest. Before frost they should be taken in

and stored in a well ventilated, frost-proof

place. Most of mine are stored in a cool part

of the basement with the smaller plants in a

cold frame. Supply only enough water to keep

the wood plump. Keep in this dormant stage

until February when the plants may be given

more water and a little warmth. In April the

plants are pruned, leaving four to six eyes of

last year’s growth. Now it is time to set them

out into the garden. Soon the plants will be

covered with flowers to give us color all

through the season.

Some people prefer to start new plants each

year. I prefer to keep mine growing from

year to year. This way the plants become

larger and larger each year with some grow-

ing into trees and others into large bushes.

People invariably ask me if I have a favor-

ite variety. It is hard to choose, but if I did,

it would be “Lucky Strike.” Its color is hard

to describe, a blue-purple-pink with grey

tones. As well as having such distinctive col-

oring, its blossoms are large and profuse.

Some of the other varieties that do well for

me are: “Whitemost,” white, lightly tinted

pink, a strong grower and good bloomer;

“Patty Evans,” another of the near whites;

“Gay Senorita,” a tall grower, deep rose red;

“Crescendo,” turkey red; “Flamingo,” almost

a rose pink self-colored flower with very long,

slender buds; “Otto,” a large single, red and

purple; “Jules Daloges,” large double, lav-

ender and red; “Rose of Denmark,” a single

pale pink; “Rose of Castile,” lavender and
(Continued on Page Twenty-nine)
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Groundcovers
Else M. Frye*

MANY YEARS AGO, when I was a young

gardener, I used to love the sight of

rich brown mold surrounding my plants. In

my first meeting with Mr. Holmdahl he

quickly and firmly corrected this idea. He
declared that there was nothing beautiful about

plants standing like isolated islands in a sea

of earth and soon I brought myself around

to more naturalistic plantings where the com-

petition among plants is keen while they are

of benefit to each other in keeping the ground

shaded and cool.

I like to consider groundcovers in a broad

way—anything that grows under other plants

and casts a shade close to the stems and

trunks. This enables me to “stack” my plants

so I can have a series of groundcovers, one

under the other. In this paper I shall consider

only the last series, very close-to-the-ground

plants, both evergreen and deciduous.

I do not know why the plants that are being

considered are among my favorites. Certainly

they have richness of foliage, real feeling of

texture in the flowers and the fruits are con-

spicuous; they appeal to eye and stomach,

though I should be very hungry, indeed, to

sacrifice one to this latter instinct. I have liked

these plants because they have so well suited

my larger plantings; in any case, our affections

whether revolving about plants or animals are

a personal thing and I make no brief that these

are best for everyone; for me they have been.

The Shortias are lovely; I never pass them

without absorbing something of beauty. They

are a few inches tall and make in time a

crowded mat of lacquered leaves, rounded and

toothed, which in fall and winter take on the

most glorious tones of coppery rose and crim-

son. In early March Shortia uniflora grandi-

flora sends out its blooms—large pink funnels

with crimped margins, one to each stem which

does not exceed the foliage. Shortia galacifolia

has smaller flowers of pearly white which come

*Mrs. Else M. Frye, one of the Pacific North-
west’s best horticulturists and a popular writer on
gardening- matters, is a member of the Bulletin
Editorial board.

some time later. I do not plant these together

because if any early or late bloom coincides

with that of the other it invites comparison

which is not a good thing in a garden.

Of the same family, Diapensiaceae, are the

Schizocodons. They present the same lovely

foliage colors as the Shortias but their flowers

are smaller, many in a raceme, a warm pink,

fringed on the margins. Their nomenclature

is a little confused to botanists here. They

have arrived under the following names: Schi-

zocodon ilicifolius; S. soldanelloides ; S. macro-

phyllus.

Kin to these is Galax aphylla. It is a big-

ger, coarser plant but lovely with great round

leaves of the same enchanting colors. The

flowers are very small, creamy, and borne in a

close, erect spike. I grow all these plants in

dappled shade but a friend on Long Island

brings them into the open, planting them

sometimes in a layer of mold on a boulder.

The small Gaultherias give me great pleas-

ure. If I could have only one I should choose

Gaultheria Miqueliana. It is completely pros-

trate; there is something about the oval leath-

ery leaves, deeply reticulated, that is most ap-

pealing. The plant becomes a dark crimson

mat in fall. The flowers are small waxy urns

and the fruit a delicious large white berry. A
newcomer in my garden is Gaultheria depressa,

a little upright bush of a few inches, the

branches thickly beset with small rounded

leaves, toothed on the margin, and very glossy.

The fruits are white. Somewhat similar, but

with larger and arching branches that soon

become a little thicket, is Gaultheria antipoda.

Gaultheria nummularioides is a creeper that

sends out long branches, the pale leaves ex-

actly set and clothing the ruddy hairy stems.

It is very beautiful. Its absolute hardiness

has been questioned but it came through our

last difficult winter in beautiful shape and

good condition. There are many other valu-

able gaultherias, most of them somewhat taller.

As a group they like a little shade and a mildly
(Continued on Page Thirty-two)
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New Board of Directors

The following directors of the Arboretum

Foundation were elected at the July 30 mem-
bership meeting, to serve a one-year term:

Seattle—Mrs. Raymond B. Allen, Mrs. J.

Swift Baker, Mrs. Carl Ballard, Dave Beck,
Mrs. Lawrence Bogle, Mrs. Frederick A.

Bunge, M. M. Chism, Newman Clark, Mrs.
Herbert Coe, Herbert L. Collier, Raymond C.

Davis, Donald G. Eggerman, Ben Ehrlichman,

Mrs. Henry C. Field, Mrs. W. A. Fisher, Ed-
ward Garrett, Donald G. Graham, Joshua
Green, Jr., Mrs. Loren Grinstead, Clinton S.

Harley, Mrs. Charles L. Harris, R. Bronson
Harris, Mrs. Langdon C. Henry, Mrs. Alexan-

der Hepler, Earl F. Hubbard, Herbert G. Ihrig,

Mrs. Henry Isaacson, Maurice Jackson, Mrs.

Arthur J. Krauss, Roy S. Leighton, Mrs.
Philip D. Macbride, Dean Gordon D. Marck-
worth, Harry J. Markey, Roy L. Maryatt,

Mrs. Alexander McEwan, Miss Annie McFee,
Darwin Meisnest, Winlock Miller, Dr. Walter

A. Moore, Mrs. Don H. Palmer, Howard W.
Parish, Reginald H. Parsons, Mrs. Walter

Phelps, Mrs. Frank M. Preston, E. L. Reber,

Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs. William D. Shannon,

Mrs. C. W. Stimson, Mrs. Harold B. Thomp-
son, O. B. Thorgrimson, P. B. Truax, Nelson

A. Wahlstrom, Charles S. Wills, Mrs. James
W. Wylie.

Aberdeen—Mrs. Werner Rupp.
Bellingham,—Mrs. W. W. Abbot, Charles

Larrabee, Mrs. John Pierce.

Chehalis—Arthur S. Cory.

Ellensburg—Mrs. R. L. Rutter, Jr.

Everett—William J. Pilz.

Olympia—Mrs. Thad Pierce.

Spokane—Joel E. Ferris, Dean Chas. E.

McAllister, R. L. Rutter, Aubrey L. White.

Tacoma—Mrs. A. S. Black, Mrs. Metcalf

Fogg, Mrs. Corydon Wagner.
Wenatchee—Mrs. E. T. Adams.
Yakima—Mrs. O. R. Schumann.

Also passed at the membership meeting

were amendments to the by-laws establishing

one-year terms for all directors and providing

for their quarterly meeting, instead of month-

ly, as in the past.

i i i

Departing somewhat from past practice,

the Winter Issue of The Arboretum Bulle-

tin will be devoted in large part to the mag-

nolia family, instead of the rhododendron.

Contributions on it are earnestly desired, par-

ticularly for the Arboretum Notebook.
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A Correction and an Apology

In the report on the Rhododendron Show

prepared by Chairman Donald G. Graham

for our Summer Issue, the exhibit for the

American Rhododendron Society was accred-

ited to another than Mr. Clarence Prentice,

to whom the credit rightly belonged. In apol-

ogizing to Mr. Prentice for our error, we

hasten to assure him that our appreciation

of his assistance in providing the show with

one of its finest displays is most sincere.

On the Air

RADIO audiences throughout Washington

in August heard commentator Cecil Solly

say:

“Why do I suggest people go to Kew in

England when we have such a wonderful and

equally good display at the Washington Arbo-

retum in Seattle. There, the Rhododendron

Gardens and Azalea Way also give you an

exact picture of how, where and why rhodo-

dendrons and their family should be grown.

“So, if you're interested in seeing rhododen-

drons and azaleas, camellias and many other

of the same group of flowering evergreen

plants growing to perfection under the right

conditions and in the right places, my sug-

gestion is that you take time out some day—

-

it will do your gardening a lot of good

—

especially now the Arboretum has such a won-

derful display of other flowers—they’re get-

ting more and more of these, and the Arbo-

retum is becoming much more interesting to

we who garden with all the flowers.

“I suggest if you’re interested in rhodo-

dendrons that you should think of the Arbo-

retum—the Washington State Arboretum in

Seattle—as the Kew Gardens of America,

in which place you will find plants growing to

perfection under the right conditions; and,

that part of your gardening should be to go

there and see them—see how well they do

—

and copy it in your own garden.

“The plants of the rhododendron-camellia

group are located there so that there is defi-

nitely no overhead shade except for one or two

varieties that are different and demand it.

But the trees that are there give the necessary

protection which only permits each plant to

enjoy about four hours of direct sunlight a

day. Some of the azaleas that like more are

out in the open and the camellias, too. Some

of the ‘Rhodies’ that are under the shade

are placed there because they like it, but

—

most gardeners are inclined to take the so-

called ‘gardener-writer-experts’ too seriously

when they use the word shade . .
.”

i i i

Mr. Maurice Jackson

Before bringing this editorial comment to

a close, a word of deep appreciation is in order

to President Maurice Jackson for his leader-

ship during the year just past. The Founda-

tion has been fortunate in having at its head

a man of his executive ability, foresight, in-

itiative and unselfish interest. Despite a seri-

ous illness, he has maintained a close contact

with all Foundation problems and has pro-

vided the organization with one of the most

successful years in its history. The vote of

thanks and appreciation extended him at the

annual membership meeting, upon the motion

of Mr. Donald G. Graham, is herewith heart-

ily echoed by the editorial board of the Bul-
letin.

i i i

On the evening of Wednesday, July 23,

1947, Mr. Brian Mulligan addressed a regu-

lar quarterly meeting of the members of the

American Rhododendron Society in Portland,

Oregon, on the subject of “Plants to Associate

With Rhododendrons.”

The president of the Society, Mr. John
Henny, acted as chairman of the meeting, at

which more than 120 members were present.

Mr. Mulligan’s paper will be published in the

1948 Yearbook of the Society.

i 1 i

Over a thousand shrubs along Azalea Way
and in Rhododendron Glen have been newly

labeled during the past months.

i i i

The Arboretum was fortunate in obtaining

loan of a high pressure mobile tank sprayer

from the University to reach the tall trees

infested with tent caterpillars.
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The President’s Report
The membership of the Arboretum Foundation, meeting at Anderson Hall on the

University of Washington Campus on July 30, heard President Maurice Jackson, in

his first appearance since his illness, deliver the following report.

Because of its timeliness and its importance to future Foundation planning we
are running it herewith:

THE year closing has seen our organiza-

tion engaged in two general programs:

First, we have undertaken placing the

Foundation on a business-like basis, with the

prime objective of undertaking a sound pro-

motional drive aimed at increasing the mem-

bership in the active and sustaining classifi-

cations, and

Second, we have carried on a fundamental

study of the Foundation’s organization and its

potentiality as a state and community asset.

Both programs have been carried through

to the fullest extent possible.

Reorganization of the Foundation office has

resulted in elimination of confusion in collec-

tion of membership dues, in sound record-

keeping and, on the forward-looking side, in

promoting throughout the state a wider ac-

quaintance with the University of Washington

Arboretum and its advantages.

No widespread membership drive as out-

lined in our objectives was undertaken, for

reasons which I believe will become apparent

in my discussion of the results attained in

studying our present organization, the second

phase of our year’s work.

In this connection, there are certain con-

clusions which I believe are of deep concern

to the membership of the Foundation, whose

support and whose interest have helped bring

the Arboretum to its present state of develop-

ment.

The Arboretum itself today is in a far

stronger position than ever before, especially

in respect to the assumption of responsibility

by the University of Washington. It is in

fact well on its way to eventually becoming

a development even beyond the fondest hopes

of the founding Arboretum Foundation group.

This year legislative matters were handled

by the University as a part of its whole pro-

gram. In addition, it has by special vote of

the Board of Regents accepted certain oper-

ating details. By this procedure it has in a

more formal manner than heretofore, officially

recognized the worth of the Arboretum as a

University project, and its potential value to

the state, the community, and the University

itself. This action, together with much better

supervision and horticultural management,

has improved the situation to such an extent

that the Arboretum will show a far greater

rate of progress than has previously been pos-

sible. We are all indeed grateful to those

in the Arboretum Foundation who have ac-

complished so much, after many years of plan-

ning and effort.

Most of you are of course even better aware

than I am of the excellent work that Mr.

Brian Mulligan has accomplished in his short

time here. He has already gained considerable

local stature as a horticultural authority. In

addition, both he and Mrs. Mulligan are most

pleasant and welcome additions to our com-

munity.

Because of the degree of responsibility now

undertaken by the University, it is a reason-

able assumption that the work of the Arbo-

retum Foundation itself is largely completed

as to the following aspects:

1. Effort toward legislative appropriation.

This must be left to the University authori-

ties, in order that they may themselves gauge

the Arboretum budget in relation to its value

in the entire University program.

2. Plant acquisitions. With the exception of

special and requested donations of certain

plant items, the many years of effort by our

acquisition committees have largely filled the

requirements of the Arboretum management

for some planting seasons to come.

3. Physical management of the Arboretum.

This is now entirely in the hands of the

University, with the exception of our liaison

members on the Arboretum governing board.

Except through these designated committee
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members, it is of course desirable that we, as

the Foundation, refrain from any other man-

agement suggestion.

The Arboretum Foundation, through its in-

terest in horticulture in general, and in its

particular enthusiasm for the Arboretum proj-

ect as a cultural asset of the state, therefore

largely resolves itself to become:

1 . A money-raising organization for require-

ments that can not reasonably come from

public funds. These needs include purchases

of specially desired plantings, special ma-

chinery, exceptional personnel necessities, and

all expense having to do with facilities for

the public.

2. Publication of the Arboretum Bulle-

tin.

3. General moral support for the Univer-

sity program, including all publicity and pro-

motional backing for the whole enterprise as

a cultural asset of the state, and as a public

park and garden for this area.

To those of us who have closely pursued

this study during the past months, it becomees

apparent that the Foundation must make

available the maximum possible financial re-

turns for actual donations to the University

for the Arboretum. In this connection it must

be recalled that appropriations by the state

are for maintenance only. The Foundation's

job—to work for the development of the Arbo-

retum—still remains and is increasing in use-

fulness as time goes on. The Arboretum has

passed the phase where it is a gardeners’

hobby, and has taken on the responsibilities

of a large-scale enterprise whose demands

will grow in magnitude as more and more

people are attracted by its beauties.

If the conclusions reached in our study are

correct, and I believe they are, that the pri-

mary work of the Foundation is now that of

a money-raising, publicity and promotional

organization, we must consider ourselves from

that viewpoint. I am frank to say that we

must reorganize ourselves toward the goal of

becoming a fund-raising group. This is not in

any way a criticism, because the Foundation

has indeed raised a great deal of money over

the years, both directly and through its in-

fluence on other groups. It likewise has been

strong enough politically, and sufficiently

capable horticulturally, to accomplish the

tremendous job of creating the idea and of

obtaining public maintenance and manage-

ment through the University. It is only be-

cause this phase of the task has been com-

pleted and new challenges created, that I say

this reorganization program must be under-

taken, if we are to substantially complete

our obligation to the University and the com-

munity.

Having arrived at this conclusion, we pro-

ceeded to study what means we might have

at hand to accomplish both the needed reor-

ganization and the raising of additional funds

to step up our net contribution to the Uni-

versity to a hoped-for $1000 per month.

Any plan must take recognition of the fact

that the Arboretum is now definitely and

wholly a University undertaking, and that

the University has the final responsibility and

authority. The Foundation is important to

the project only to the extent that it provides

moral and financial support to the University.

We must therefore work toward an even closer

and stronger relationship, in order that our

operation can be principally an expression of

the association that the University wants to

have with the community. I believe this is

in line with the desire of President Allen, who
realizes the importance of the Arboretum to

the University, and who desires a strong con-

nection between the University and volun-

teer associations interested in its cultural en-

terprises.

With this in mind, it readily appears that

one group with a community interest already

established is the University of Washington

Alumni Association. Since the Foundation ex-

ists solely for the advancement of the Arbore-

tum, the Alumni Association could effectively

aid our program as one of its objectives. Both

organizations are doing considerable work

which could be correlated, chiefly as regards

office space, mailing, stenographic and book-

keeping services. This would involve moving

the Foundation office to Clark Hall on the

campus. Retaining an office downtown would

not in any way compensate for the possible

saving in expense; in fact, there are some ad-
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vantages in having the office at the University

(pending eventual removal to the Arboretum

itself).

I am firmly of the opinion that this close

relationship with the University, through the

Alumni Association, would provide a needed

impetus to membership solicitation by Foun-

dation members; it would be of immediate

benefit to the Foundation in making more sub-

stantial its public relations. On the other hand,

the co-ordination with the work of our organ-

ization could give the Alumni Association an

excellent cultural medium for reaching Uni-

versity graduates and for closely identifying

more of them with the Arboretum program.

With the approval of the Executive Com-

mittee, meetings toward this goal have been

held. The prospect looks favorable, subject to

approval of the Board of Regents, and final

agreement by our own Board of Trustees.

You will recall that tonight your nominating

committee suggested for election to the board

the names of Dean Gordon Marckworth of the

College of Forestry, who heads the Arboretum

Board for the University; Mr. Nelson Wahl-

strom, the comptroller, and Mr. R. B. Harris,

executive secretary of the University of Wash-

ington Alumni Association. In addition there

are several new persons who are University

graduates.

If this move is made, all Foundation funds

will be handled under the supervision of the

comptroller’s office.

Should the unification be completed, the

Foundation must, of course, retain entirely its

own identity, representing the public interest

in the Arboretum. The general support must

increase, not lessen. The new program would

only add supplementary prospects for expan-

sion and provide a more efficient and econom-

ical operating arrangement. I, personally, have

a great enthusiasm for the plan and am hopeful

it meets with approval at an early date.

I want especially to thank the following in-

dividuals and committees for their excellent

work during the year:

Mrs. Carl Ballard, for her work as chairman

of the Arboretum units, and the individual

chairmen of the many units.

The Arboretum Bulletin committee, consist-

ing of Mrs. O. B. Thorgrimson, Mrs. T. C.

Frye, Mrs. J. Thomas Dowling and Mr. Earl

F. Hubbard, Mr. W. H. Seifert, Mr. Brian O.

Mulligan and Mr. Milo Ryan. They have

made new departures on the production of and

editorial comment in The Bulletin, which

I am sure has met with unanimous approval.

It was a hard job indeed to replace the many
years of service of Mr. Herbert Ihrig.

The Bulletin Mailing Committee, headed by

Mrs. W. A. Fisher and K. L. Mead, has been

faithful to this difficult job during the year.

The Rhododendron Show Committee was

headed by Mr. Donald G. Graham and Mrs.

Henry C. Isaacson. To them and to all of the

others on this committee we owe a special debt

as the show this year clearly indicated that

the event can be developed to an annual event

of major importance. You will note from the

treasurer’s report that we had a net earning of

about $1400.

The Liaison Committee, consisting of

Messrs. P. B. Truax, Raymond C. Davis and

Donald G. Graham, was also active.

The annual meeting was arranged by Mrs.

Don H. Palmer, Mrs. Charles L. Harris and

Mrs. J. Swift Baker.

The work on the by-laws was completed

by Messrs. O. B. Thorgrimson, Donald G.

Eggerman and P. B. Truax.

The Nominating Committee was headed by

Donald Graham and included Mrs. Philip

Macbride, Mr. Clinton S. Harley and Mr.

Middleton Chism.

I want especially to acknowledge the excel-

lent work of our executive secretary, Mr. Milo

Ryan. During this first year he has brought

needed support to the Foundation manage-

ment. He has more than earned his very

nominal remuneration in special assignments,

not counting the everyday work in the office;

these include his brief in the Historical Society

incident, managing and production editor of

the Arboretum Bulletin, and the new mem-

bership brochure, “Your Arboretum,” which

was written and planned entirely by him.

Respectfully submitted,

Maurice Jackson, President.
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Book Reviews

American Species of Amelanchier, by G. N.

Jones, price $2.00, cloth bound. University of

Illinois Press, Urbana, 111.

T HIS monograph of less than one hundred

pages of text will be welcomed not only

by students of the genus in the field and

herbaria but also by nurserymen who grow

amelanchiers for sale and by those who culti-

vate them in their gardens, since it provides

clear means of distinguishing one species from

another, first by the detailed keys to flower-

ing or fruiting specimens, then by the full

descriptions with citations of specimens from

different areas and finally by the twenty-

three admirable photographic plates at the

end of the book. In addition, fourteen small

maps show the range and distribution of all

psecies save one (A. obovalis), and there is

a comprehensive index.

The plates depict herbarium material only;

Nos. I-III inclusive show leaves of seventeen

out of the eighteen described species; the

remaining one (A. gaspensis) is illustrated by

a full-page plate (XIX) of a fruiting speci-

men. The western species of A. alnifolia,

florida, basalticola and utahensis are rather

unfortunately represented by leaves only, and

there is no illustration of the sole hybrid

described (A. grandiflora)

,

nor of the smaller

variety of A. florida from the Olympic Penin-

sula and southern Vancouver Island named

humptulipensis by the author. On the other

hand, however, at least ten plates well depict

their particular species either in flower or

fruit, sometimes both, and will be most help-

ful for checking identification of specimens.

Many of the amelanchiers—or juneberries,

shadbushes, or snowy Mespilus, to give them

some of their common names—have been con-

fused in the past; frequently several names

have been applied to one variable and wide-

ranging species, e.g., to A. spicate, and A.

utahensis, and Dr. Jones has earned the ap-

preciation both of botanists and gardeners by

clearing up most of these puzzles for us.

In the process some old and familiar names

disappear into the ranks of synonyms, e.g., A.

oligocarpa, A. oblongifolia, A. humilis, and A.

stolonifera, whilst in future there should be

no reason for the confusion between A. ar-

borea, A. canadensis, and A. laevis which has

existed in the past. It is much to be hoped

that present collections of amelanchiers in

botanic gardens, arboreta, and nurseries will

be carefully checked by this monograph and

re-labeled where necessary. Further, that

rare or local species or varieties such as A.

interior (Minnesota and Wisconsin), A. ar-

borea var. alabamensis (Arkansas and Ala-

bama), A. gaspensis (Quebec to Lake Super-

ior), A. Fernaldii (Newfoundland to Quebec),

A. basalticola (S. E. Washington and adjoin-

ing Idaho and Oregon), and A. pumila (chief-

ly in southern Idaho, Montana and Wyom-
ing, Utah and Colorado) should be brought

into cultivation in areas where they may be

expected to grow satisfactorily, to determine

their possible garden value. The University

of Washington Arboretum would be glad to

engage in such experimental work for the

Puget Sound region.

This slim volume will find a welcome place

on the bookshelf beside the author’s earlier

parallel work on N. American Sorbus, and

will be as often in demand.

B. O.M.
i i i

The Cornell Plantations, a history, by

Ralph S. Hosmer, Cayuga Press, Ithaca, New
York, 1947.

THIS book traces the history of the

thought thread of “Arboretum-minded-

ness” through the early years of Cornell’s de-

velopment as one of the major universities of

the East. Starting with the origin and develop-

ment of the idea in 1868, it spans the years

with plans and programs up to 1944.

Professor Hosmer relates in detail the ad-

ministrative organization of staff, the co-ordi-

nation of the various departments of the uni-

versity interested in the plantations, the allo-

cation of the areas of the 1350-acre tract and

the many problems and conflicts that arose.

The chapter on “Broadening the Outlook”
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shows the enlarged scope of development

from the original arboretum idea. A program

was formulated for future participation of all

the Cornell lands, integrated and blended

together. Hereby was discarded the idea of

the Arboretum or Botanic Garden as an enter-

prise separate from the rest of the Cornell

lands. The whole of the university area was
unified so that every phase of land use would

be coherent and result in a long-time educa-

tional program. Even the fields of grain and
the herds of cattle, the sanctuaries of wild

life and the recreational areas, all in their

respective locations, would be a part of the

program. Thus was derived the new approach,

the new name of The Cornell Plantations.

The last division of the book is devoted to a

discussion of the Cornell Gorges bordering

either Side of the university campus, both of

unusual scenic as well as geological and eco-

logical interest. These gorges hold a warm
spot in all Cornellians’ hearts.

The appendix has many detailed reports on

policy, planning, organization and financing

and history of the plantation’s growth.

—Robert J. Hansen, Asst. Superintendent.

i i i

Ground in the Arboretum has been culti- .

vated for a grassy path leading east from the

upper road along the areas formerly occupied

by the Army gardens.

F. J. TEUFEL, Florist

Complete Line of Bedding Stock

Tuberous Begonias

GREENHOUSE AND SHOP
452 27th AVE. N., 1 block north of Madison

Phone EAst 8126

Arnold Arboretum
(Continued from Page Ten)

shrubs can be removed from the Arboretum

and yet be available for study.

Provisions were made in 1885 whereby the

Park Department of the City of Boston un-

dertook the construction and maintenance of

the boundary fences and the roads in the

Arboretum. In return Harvard University has

agreed to keep the grounds open to the public

without charge from sunrise to sunset daily.

The City of Boston also agreed to give us ade-

quate police protection, but we suffer consid-

erable loss each year by vandalism. During

the dry seasons grass and brush fires started

by small boys or careless smokers destroy

many valuable specimens.

The permanence of the Arnold Arboretum

as a scientific institution is assured by its

affiliation as a department of Harvard Uni-

versity. A close affiliation is maintained with

the Biology Department and our staff mem-

bers do some teaching at Harvard. Such an

affiliation guarantees that the Arboretum will

not become merely a public park as it would

if under the control of the city. Yet it does

provide the people of Boston the most attrac-

tive park area in the city and at the same

time provides horticultural material and in-

formation for the horticulturists of the world.

i i i

Meconopsis betonicijolia var. Baileyi, the

blue perennial poppy, is to be used a a fore-

ground planting for the Japanese maples on

the south bank at the entrance to Woodland

Gardens.

BONNEYBROOK NURSERY
Rt. 2, Bothell, Wash. KIRKLAND-BOTHELL HIGHWAY Phone Kirkland 927

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS—Largest Assortment in the Northwest

PLANTS for your ROCKERIES, FLOWER BEDS and BORDERS
(ANNUAL and PERENNIAL Varleties-FINE SELECTION)

FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS
HIGH QUALITY FRUIT TREES and BERRY PLANTS

Reasonable Prices
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ARBORETUM NOTEBOOK
This department is published jor correspondence and pertinent comments by experi-

enced growers on interesting plants and their culture. We solicit your questions but space

limitation necessitates the publishing of only such answers as we deem oj general interest.

In order to have the “Note Book” share
in the Magnolia number of the Winter
Bulletin we request that readers growing
magnolias will kindly send their experi-

ences. Copy must reach the Bulletin
office by November 15.

FROM Reginald Farrer: “A miff is a plant,

which, in the midst of seeming life, is in

death, and expires abruptly; a mimp is one that
forever hangs on the edge of death, trailing a
sickly existence towards inevitable extermina-
tion.” . . . “Never scant initial trouble, never
despise it. Half the world’s horticultural trag-

edies arise because gardeners, for one reason or
another, fail to make their preparations com-
plete, fail to be thorough with the long, tire-

some and sometimes expensive measures.” . . .

“I believe in firm planting; in dealing with a
shrub I execute a sort of war dance ’round it on
one foot, which must wear a more than eccen-
tric appearance to the onlooker. And with an
Alpine, I pursue the same policy on its lessened
scale with a slamming fist.”

E. M. F.

i i i

Rhododendron kamtschaticum is of never-
ending interest to me. Its range is from the
northwestern shores of Alaska across into Asia.

That habitat, alone, makes it interesting—it

must endure such a variety of conditions and
quick changes in weather. It is a twiggy little

thing of six to ten inches, the branches always
cinnamon-brown. Following our first spring
warmth the pale-green hairy leaves unfold
suddenly. The flowers come in May, cupped
saucers of frosted rose. It grows well in diffuse

shade in peaty soil as well as in peat alone in

the sun. It is very floriferous.

Old Gardener

i i i

Daphne Genkwa is a rather rare daphne from
Japan. It demands a soil that is free of lime and
diffuse shade. The first sign of life in spring is

the emergence of numerous, narrowly tubular
flowers of lavender that appear like a mist. The
leaves follow and while new have a slight pur-
plish tinge. Greenwood cuttings easily take root;

the difficulty is to keep them over winter. It is

very easy to “drowh” them at that season when
no transpiration through the leaves can be g6-
ing on.

E. M. F.

i i i

The double variety of Kerria, often called the
“yellow Japanese rose” (first introduced to Kew
gardens by William Kerr, hence its name), has
been known for a long time in our gardens, but
the single variety is less frequently seen and
perhaps for that reason is more interesting and
arresting. The branches of the single Kerria are

shorter and much more graceful than the older

form. They are a vivid green all winter thus

having value in the evergreen garden although

it is a deciduous shrub. In the spring the long

graceful wands are covered with interestingly

notched leaves and small clear yellow blooms,

making it indispensable to the spring garden.

It is charming as a background to a primrose
border. It has an open growth not demanding
much room. It is often seen planted with Cy-
donia japonica. It grows well in fairly sunless

positions and dry locations do not daunt it. It

needs little care, just an annual pruning of

dead or wornout wood. It is very attractive for

spring flower arrangements. There is a variety

with variegated foliage, smaller leaves, lower
growth and sparser blooms. Both grow well

from cuttings taken in summer.
B. J.

i i i

Several years ago I planted a Clematis Jack-
manii in a crowded spot in my garden. Each
spring it came up, grew to a certain height and
then, to all appearances, curled up and died.

In one of Mr. Grant’s lectures he spoke of a

surface soil bacteria that attacked clematis. To
remedy it, dig deeply, so the plant can get a

good start before it reaches the surface. I re-

planted my C. Jackmanii near a south window
which it climbs over every spring and forms
a delightful color contrast with an “American
Pillar” rose.

L. B. J.

i i i

Stranvaesia undulata, a cousin of the Photinia,

is a splendid foundation-planting shrub. It only
grows to about six feet in height but spreads
out horizontally to twice that distance. It has
narrow, pointed yeaves, one to two inches long,

which in the new growth are quite bronzy. The
leaves are sparsely placed on the branches
which give the shrub an open effect. The blos-
soms are white, in May, followed by scarlet

berries which persist all winter if the birds do
not eat them. This Stranvaesia likes full sun, a
well drained soil and a little moisture during
the later part of the summer. It should be
pinched back to keep from becoming leggy and
this pruning has a tendency to keep the bronze
effect of the leaves. S. undulata is a good com-
panion for Photinia glabra in foundation plant-
ings.

M. S.

i i i

Gaultheria antipoda is a charming member of

a large family. In New Zealand it is said to

become a shrub, five feet or more in height, but
here it is scarcely more than twelve inches and
if a shoot starts above the mass of foliage it is

promptly cut back to keep the growth low. The
leaves are evergreen, set close together, a
pleasing green in color, leathery in texture,
one-fourth to one-third inches in size with wavy
margins. The new growth has a pinkish tinge
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and in late May and early June the tiny flow-
ers appear, miniature replicas of the native
G. Shallon. The berries in August are about the
size of a small pea, and pure white. It likes
much the same positions and soils as rhododen-
drons and for this reason is a nice addition to
a planting of dwarf rhododendrons and azaleas.
It does well in an open position if not too dry
but does not dislike part shade. It is fairly slow-
growing and resents disturbance once it is well
located. It is perfectly hardy in our climate.

“X”
i i i

Phlomis fruticosa is a diligent, fairly notable,
evergreen shrub that has been growing in my
garden several years. A native of southern Eu-
rope, one might suppose it to be tender but our
occasional hard winters have never harmed it.

It grows about four feet high, and is rather
sprawly. Its charm lies in its thick, gray, silvery
leaves somewhat deeply veined with a plushy
texture. The blossoms come in July on long
stems, in a crowded whorl of of an unusual
color and form. They are an interesting off-

shade of yellow and each blossom is more or
less the shape of a medieval hood. The whole
shrub is a delight to the modern “flower ar-

ranger.” It is not difficult; grows in a fairly dry
place; likes sun but does not demand too much.
It grows easily from cuttings, and the only
needed attention is pruning back the old
branches after flowering. It has been cultivated
in England since the 16th century but I think
it is seldom seen here.

“X”
i i i

A lovely garden picture, a perennial bouquet,
may be made for July and August by planting
in the background Artemisia “Silver King.” In

front of this Aster luteus and at each side

Dahlia “Baby Royal.” There is enough yellow
in the dahlia to tone with the A. luteus and the

gray Artemesia is a nice foil.

M. S.

LACKAMAS GARDENS
• Rhododendrons—Hybrid and Specie

• Azaleas •Camellias

CATALOG ON REQUEST

Route 1, Box 5A, Camas, Washington

When storing your begonia tubers for the
winter to be sure to look them over for weevil
grubs. If you find a hole explore the channel
with a sharp nail or other tool and kill the
grub. If you let the grub remain you will have
nothing left in the spring but a shell filled with
powder, like a puff ball.

If you have a few tubers only you can put
them in a jar in dry peat moss in a place not
colder than 50 degrees. Screw on the lid and if

no moisture collects on the underside they are
safe. If moisture does collect leave the lid off

for a day or two so evaporation can take place.

Then cover and your tubers are safe until the
first of March when they will start to sprout.

F. M.

1 i i

Cistus formosus is a valuable, small, shrubby
creeper for the rockery or dry bank. With its

narrow, gray-green leaves and its lemon-yellow
flowers (about the size and shape of a single

rose) with a maroon blotch at the base of each
petal, it makes a fine display during June and
July. It likes a well drained soil in a sunny
location and can stand a lot of drought. It can
easily be propagated from cuttings taken in

July and like all cistus it should be heavily
pruned after flowering.

Cistus formosus is one of my favorite rock
plants. I got my original one from Mrs. Frye
and she called it Cistus formosus. I can’t find

it listed with either Bailey or Grant. Perhaps
Farrer has some yellow ones listed but not
formosus. Perhaps some reader will be able to

give me more information.*
M. S.

*See under Halimium lasianthum in Rehder’s
“Manual of Cultivated Trees and Shrubs.”

—Editor

i i i

Will successful growers of Meconopsis Baileyi

(betonicifolia) please give their rule for the

compost used when sowing seeds and when
transplanting seedlings of the above?

i i i

I should like to ask one of the growers of

azaleas to kindly give the distinguishing char-

aceristics of Kurume, Ghent and Knap Hill

variety azaleas.
Confused Grower

Bunge Lumber & Hardware Co.

High Grade Peat Moss and

All Types of Fertilizer

Including

Acid Fertilizer for Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Camellias, etc.

Compounded by the Formula of Mr. Herbert Ihrig

WEst 0022 9616 16th Avenue S.W., Seattle 6 Burien Yard, GLendale 1799
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Arboretum Report
(Continued from Page Four)

groups of the Rosaceae family towards Union

Bay in early fall.

We also propose making further beds for

azaleas on the lower western side of Azalea

Way, below Woodland Garden, to accommo-

date the many types and plants which we al-

ready have available in the lath-house and

nursery. As the amount of shade along the

greater part of Azalea Way is not sufficient

for the well-being of the Azaleas in summer

we also intend to plant more shade trees,

preferably types which will provide flowers

or fall color, though certain conifers will also

be used.

The collection of Clematis, chiefly the

large Jackmanii and other hybrids but in-

cluding also the smaller-flowered but usually

more vigorous species, is to be planted out

early this fall in the area around and adjacent

to the tree peonies by the upper road, which

will provide a variety of aspects and habitats

for these showy climbing plants.

On the open side of Rhododendron Glen,

facing north, is a grassy bank which we pro-

pose to dig, enrich with humus, and prepare

for planting with more rhododendrons of the

free-flowering Triflorum series which are al-

ready grouped close by, and in the foreground

to continue the planting of various heathers

which has been so successful on this site. More

specimens of the beautiful Japanese Dogwood,

Cornus Kousa, will be placed here, to group

with the large solitary example already in po-

sition.

Many rhododendrons in the nursery and the

Glen which are either over-crowded, mixed in

variety or colors, or unsuitably placed, await

removal to the slope under the trees north of

the Glen as soon as we can clear more ground

for their reception. We intend gradually pro-

ceeding north with our rhododendron plantings

along this wooded westward-facing bank where

the soil seems suitable and the overhead shade

is particularly beneficial to most of this great

genus; there is no reason why rhododendrons

should not eventually extend from the south

Trees - Shrubs - Plants
"Everything for the Orchard, Home and Garden"

OLD FAVORITES — Plus the New and Unusual

FRUIT TREES: More than a hundred varieties, including

New Parson Sweet Italian Prune.

New and Tested Peach Selections.

New All Red Apple Varieties, etc.

NUT TREES: Select Nursery Grown Filbert Trees.

Grafted Franquette English Walnuts.

ROSES: Everblooming Bush, Climbers, Floribundas, Tree Roses,

including "All America Selections.”

RHODODENDRONS: Sixty-five best varieties.

CAMELLIAS: Selections of Merit—all colors and types.

FLOW'ERING SHRUBS AND VINES - EVERGREENS
BERRIES - GRAPES - SMALL FRUITS

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
Descriptive Catalogue and Planting Guide on request

Shipping and Delivery Season—Nov. 15 through April 15

CARLTON NURSERY CO.
"Over Half a Century” (Since 1890)

FOREST GROVE, ORE. Phone Forest Grove 106R
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side of the Glen almost if not quite to Wood-
land Garden, to provide a spring and early

summer spectacle of great beauty, variety and

extent.

The Philadelphus, or mock-orange, collec-

tion is located just south of Rhododndron

Glen, and here we shall be able to add this

fall plants of a number of species raised from

seed in the Arboretum, as well as others of

hybrids which we bought last winter, to

bloom in June and July when the rhododen-

drons are over. Still further south along this

upper road is the area designated for hollies,

and there we hope to make a start on plant-

ing out the considerable collection at present

growing in the nursery. I believe that event-

ually, by purchase of some plants and prop-

agation of others from seeds or cuttings, we

may be able to gather together here an un-

usually large and interesting collection both

of species of Ilex and forms of the English

holly, a project in which the Conservation

Society is also much interested.

These then are some of the planting schemes

which we intend to set in motion as soon as

the right season arrives, probably in October,

although before then we shall certainly be

active in preparing ground for their reception.

Others on a lesser scale will no doubt ma-

terialize as work progresses and we can make

room for plants where we want them. Mr.

WADE'S NURSERY
Camellias, Azaleas, Daphnes, Rhododendrons,
Conifers, Perennial Plants, Bulbs and General
Nursery Stock.

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Call us directly at Molalla 80-F-2

Write to : Route 3, Box 227, Molalla, Oregon

Hansen will, however, draw up planting plans

in advance for most of these groups and areas,

so that there need be no delay or uncertainty

at the actual time of planting.

i i i

Rhododendrons
(Continued, from Page Twelve)

fine orange flowers, named “Fabia,” is al-

ready well known, but finer orange rhododen-

drons will steadily appear, and the cross

dichroanthum x neriflorum x discolor, with its

golden yellow to clear orange flowers, is su-

perior.

Only four plants have yet flowered from

the cross lacteum x Loderi and these have

failed to produce any yellow colors so far.

Griersonianum x yellow “Lady Bessborough”

will vary a great deal in color. Some plants

have produced flowers of almost nankeen yel-

low, an odd but attractive shade.

Other new rhododendrons should perhaps

be mentioned here, for instance, the crosses

from the late flowering species auriculatum,

from the interesting and beautiful species

spinuliferum and many others which have

already flowered. The first of the above two

is still in flower at this time in the middle of

August.

I have not stated the hardiness of the rho-

dodendrons in this article, but all of them will

survive a temperature of ten above zero, most

of them five above, while only a few will live

in a temperature of zero.

i 1 i

The Handbook of Rhododendrons makes a

fine Christmas gift. See page 36.

For GIFTS and FLOWERS
of Unmistakable Distinction

1329 Fifth Avenue

^FLOWEHS • G I F T 5 f

MAin 1100
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Fuchsias for Summer Bloom
(Continued from Page Sixteen)

rose, a strong grower, good for training into

a tree form.

Then in the oranges, which will stand more

sun, we have: “Sunset,” “Aurora Superba,”

“California,” “Thomasinia” and “Prince of

Orange.”

For dwarf compact growers there are:

“Tom Thumb,” “Little Beauty,” “Erecta

Novelty,” “Cupid,” “Martha Werle” and

“Mrs. G. Monk.” All of these are prolific

bloomers.

For hanging baskets I like “America,” with

its long, slender blossoms; “Autumnale,” with

its rich, colored foliage of copper and gold;

“Claret Cup,” a striking plant; “Carla,” a

small flowered single; “Mrs. Rundle,” flesh

and orange, and “Inca Maiden,” blue and

pink.

It is hard to know where to stop when

naming fuchsias, but I must say just a bit

about “Seventeen,” one of the 1947 introduc-

tions. Strawberry ice-cream is what it looks

like to me. A fuchsia catalogue describes it

as “an entirely new double, self-colored fuch-

sia of a real rose.” It was winner of the first

prize as the best new, double flowered seedling

at the 1946 San Francisco Flower Show.

EDWIN W. GROHS & ASSOCIATES

Landscape Architects • Engineers

4719 UNIVERSITY WAY • VErmont 8804

Member, Washington Society of Landscape Architects

Primula Juliae Hybrids

Choice Rock Plants

Dwarf Shrubs

Iris

CATALOG ON REQUEST

Carl Starker Gardens
Jennings Lodge, Oregon

For a Gay, Colorful Garden

^tcuit 'H&tv

MALMO BULBS
An unusually fine and complete stock of

TULIPS DAFFODILS NARCISSUS CROCUS IRIS

LILIES RANUNCULUS ANEMONES
and many other choice and lovely flowering bulbs

—and, in the Nursery . . .

see our exceptional Fall Specials in Conifer and Flowering Evergreens; Bearing-size

Fruit Trees and unusually fine Northwest-grown Roses.

Request your copy of our new Bulb Catalog and our new Nursery Catalog

DOWNTOWN DRIVE-IN UNIVERSITY DRIVE-IN (Open Sundays)

Fourth Avenue and Denny Way MAin 1119 4700 25th Ave. N. E. KEnwood 1119
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Write for FALL PRICE LIST—
• BULBS • ROSES • IRIS
• SPECIE BULBS • PEONIES • LILIES
• BERRIES • ASPARAGUS, ETC.

(Ready September 15)

WILLAMETTE NURSERY CO., Dept. A
Route 11, Box 933 Portland 2, Oregon

Native American
Rhododendrons

1 each Rhododendron Maximum, Catawabiense
and Carolinum, 7 to 12-inch plants, 3 years old.

The three different plants, $2. Per dozen $6.

Postpaid. No lists. (October Delivery).

COASTAL GARDENS • Sheridan, Oregon

GREENHOUSES
for

EVERY PURPOSE

• Heaters • Humidifiers

• Heating Cables

L. N. ROBERSON CO.
Distributors for LORD & BURNHAM

1539 E. 103rd St. Seattle 55, Wash.

PREVENT ROT
WITH

CUPRQLIGNUM
Rot is expensive and
inconvenient when
it rots your

COLD FRAMES GARDEN STAKES
SEED FLATS TRELLISES
WINDOW HOT HOUSE
BOXES BENCHES

Where there is CUPROLIGNUM
there is NO ROT

Sold by Most Lumber Yards and

Hardware Dealers

Sole Manufacturers

Rudd Paint & Varnish Co.
SEATTLE

Sole Distributors RUDD & CUMMINGS
1608 15th Ave. W. SEATTLE, WASH

Flowering Crabapples
(Continued from Page Six)

tion of colors. Fortunately they start to

color in early September, and remain color-

ful and in splendid condition until successive

frosts soften them and they either fall from

the tree or are eaten by the birds.

There are certain forms of the Cherry

Crab (M . robusta) that have similarly color-

ed fruits, the shape of small apples, about

one-half inch in diameter. These, too, are

beautiful and prominent on the tree in the

fall. There is the “Bob White” Crab (and

others also) which holds its fruits a greater

part of the winter. Many varieties with

beautiful colored fruits are then evailable to

add interest and beauty to the fall landscape.

Some of the crabapples have edible fruits,

like the old-fashioned “Florence” and “Early

Strawberry.” “Red River,” “Redman,” and

“Trail” are newer varieties in the same cate-

gory. Still other varieties can be classed as

“dual purpose” crabapples,—good for orna-

mental purpose while their fruits are large

enough to make excellent preserves. A few

in this group would be “Columbia,” “Dolgo,”

“Hopa,” “Rosilda” and “Young America.”

Crabapple Troubles

Like apples, all crabapples are subject to

“alternate bearing,” that is, they will have a

good crop of fruits one year and a poor crop

the next. However, the same is often true

of our best flowering shrubs like the lilacs.

Borers may prove troublesome but can be

controlled. The same is true of lilacs. Fire-

blight does not trouble crabapples extensively

except when they may be planted close to an

old apple or pear orchard which is infested

with the disease.

The beautiful flowering Bechtel’s Crab may

be the alternate host of the juniper rust. If

this is the case, the leaves will be disfigured

with large brown spots. (Other native crab-

apples are also susceptible but fortunately

none of the oriental crabs.) If planted near

junipers, this disease may be expected but

can now be controlled by spraying regularly

with a colloidal sulphur spray or with “Fer-

mate. ” Several applications are necessary at

Thirty



certain definite times, but when directions

are closely adhered to, the Bechtel’s Crab can

be enjoyed with its full quota of beautiful

double flowers.

Although there are these few troubles, the

crabapples are certainly well worth planting

and, as people get to know them better, they

are being planted more each year. They can

always be depended on for outstanding in-

terest in the home plantings in spring and fall,

and often far into the winter. Plant more

crabapples!

Note: For further information about the

crabapple, consult “Crabapples of America,”

published by the American Association of

Botanical Gardens and Arboretums.

i i i

The Arboretum is purchasing some speci-

men plants from Mrs. T. C. Frye. Espe-

cially fine are several varieties of eucrvphias

and magnolias.

1 i i

Fall colorings are beginning to show among

the deciduous plantings in the Arboretum.

French Lilacs

• WASHINGTON GROWN!
• OWN ROOTED PLANTS!

Forty Choice Varieties—Highest Quality

Sturdy Plants Field Grown
Ample Space to Develop

Try Them—Price List on Request

THE LEIGHTONS
Route No. 2, Box 2471 Edmonds, Washington

Garden Books
OF GENERAL AND SPECIAL

INTEREST

HARRY HARTMAN
BOOKSELLER, INC.

1313 FIFTH AVENUE

MAin 2213 SEATTLE 1

The Most Informative Catalog ot Today!

BUT NO PICTURES

The Best of Today's Roses for

Each Section of the Country

POSSIBLY THE LARGEST LISTING OF CLIMBING ROSES

TEA ROSES, OLD ROSES

WEEPING TREE ROSES

A POSTCARD BRINGS IT FREE

R,au otfetutei'Ley HILLSBORO, ORE.
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Groundcovers
(Continued from Page Seventeen)

acid soil. They respond to a mulch of peat

or sphagnum but are easily killed by too much
kindness in the shape of strong fertilizers.

Some of the low-growing Vactiniums are

beautiful groundcovers. Of them all Vaccinium

Vitis-idaea var. (?) is the most beautiful.

Wing-like branches with small thick round

leaves spread over the ground, always hand-

some but absolutely enchanting when hung
with its small pinkish urns. Its fruit is scarlet.

It takes me back to its type locality near the

Altrude Lakes in the Canadian Rockies, a

lovely spot, deep moss underfoot and tall trees

in park-like groups, haunts of moose and all

sorts of wild creatures. There it grew in the

open and under the sweep of great spruce

boughs. The European species, Vaccinium

Vitis-idaea, does well in full exposure; the

branches are upright, the leaves dark green.

It is a most valuable and accommodating plant.

From the mountains of Alaska I have Vac-

cinium Vitis-idaea minus. It is upright also

but smaller in all its parts. It sets an abund-

A Complete line of Turf

Maintename Equipment

• Toro Power Mowers
O M-E Rotary Tillers

• Garden Tractors

© Motor Scooters

ROSS & BEASLEY, INC.
110 Eastlake Ave., Seattle 9

ELiot 6162

ance of scarlet fruit. A beautiful deciduous

creeping Viccinium is V. uliginosum. The

leaves are soft blue-green; the flowers pink

and the fruit dark blue with a bloom. Even

the bare sprawling branches are decorative.

All the Vacciniums like an acid soil and do

very well in sphagnum without any soil.

A new plant in my garden is the dwarf form

of Leucothoe Keiskei. It is one of the most

elegant of groundcovers. But a few inches

high, its branches curve gracefully. The stems

are zig-zag and crimson; the leaves long and

tapering to a beautiful “drip-point” and very

glossy. The three-quarter-inch long bells are

carried in a surprisingly long and full raceme.

Its close relative, Leucothoe Davisiae is a much

taller, more bushy plant but very nice where

space allows. The flowers come in stiff racemes

and they and the succeeding bright brown

capsules make the plant very picturesque.

As a groundcover in a bog the European

Loiseleuria procumbens makes a wonderful

show. It is a small-twig-like bush with bead-

like leaves and an abundance of rose-pink

bloom in spring. One thing has bothered me

very much: The American Loiseleuria pro-

cumbens is a more close and perfectly flat

plant with slightly broader leaves and in my
situation is very chary of bloom. Shouldn’t a

taxonomist be interested in this?

Pernettya, Comber’s species, is a dark forest-

green mound set off by rosy bells and red

fruit. It is a beautiful cover and not at all

common.

The bi-generic hybrid, Gaulnettya, is a very

decorative bush with dark toothed leaves. The

stems and very abundant flowers are glisten-

ing with glands. The fruit is dark crimson to

almost black.

All easterners love trailing arbutus, Epigaea

repens, which in this climate is not too amen-

able. A beautiful species from Asia, Epigaea

asiatica, is a much better doer and no less at-

tractive. The leaves are hairy with some

purple-rose color in the foliage; the flowers

have longer tubes and are a bright carmine

pink.

Many of the heaths and heathers are creep-

ers and also some of the rhododendrons. Noth-
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ing could be more prostrate than R. chrysan-

thum; R. repens; R. radicans and R. pros-

tratum, and a form of R. Williamsianum. Quite

in the groundcover class and only a little more

bush-like are R. keleticum ; R. cosmetum ; R.

fragariflorum and R. chamaeunum.

Among the deciduous groundcovers that give

me a great thrill every springtime are the small

deciduous bulbs that burst into bloom so sud-

denly and all the varieties of Anemone nemo-

rosa. These bloom in patches and drifts

throughout the garden for a short space of time

and when they are gone I realize a season

has passed.

But I could ramble on and on about decidu-

ous groundcovers for among them are also

ferns and low woodland herbs. But that is

another story.

i i i

Winners of the second annual Camera Com-

petition contest sponsored jointly by the Seat-

tle Photographic Society, the Photographic

Artists Society, and the Arboretum Founda-

tion, were as follows:

First prizes: L. M. F. Chantry, Harry Det-

jen, Carl S. Baker, Robert A. Lankford.

Second prizes: L. M. F. Chantry, Jesse E.

Ebert, Richard E. Lyon.

Honorable mention: Elwood K. Jensen,

Joseph C. Cox, Hale Van Scoy, Richard E.

Lyon.

i i i

Dr. Walter Naumann, assistant grower at

the Arboretum for the past two years, is

leaving for Texas. His untiring efforts have

been greatly appreciated.

FAR WEST NURSERY
Specializing in

Rhododendrons • Azaleas

E. H. HUMPHREY

Route 2, Box 93, Bothell, Washington

Phone Bothell 0913

DEPUE MORGAN & CO.

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

1117 Pine Street ELiot 2843

SEATTLE 1

Arthur J . Krauss
The Arboretum Bulletin extends its

sympathy to one of its founders and directors,

Mrs. Arthur J. Krauss, on the death of her

husband in September.

At the request of the family, friends were

asked instead of sending flowers to contribute

to a University of Washington Arboretum

Memorial Planting Fund.

i i i

Arboretum Director Speaks at

Conference
Brian O. Mulligan, director of the Arbore-

tum, recently attended the convention of the

American Institute of Park Executives and

the American Association of Botanic Gardens

and Arboretums in San Francisco.

He addressed the conference, speaking on

the Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens at

Wisley, England, where he was previously as-

sistant to the director.

i i i

Over a thousand shrubs along Azalea Way
and in Rhododendron Glen have been newly

labeled during the summer.

“Cedarwood” Fences

GATES • ARCHES • TRELLIS

FLOWER STAKES

COMPOST MATERIALS

LEWIS LUMBER CO.

4711 Ballard Ave. SUnset 7440

SEATTLE 7

LEM NURSERY
Latest Named Rhododendron Hybrids

and a Fine Collection of

Rhododendron Crosses

AZALEAS IN CHOICE
VARIETIES

Magnolias and Rock Plants

19215 AURORA SEATTLE 33

Phone: Richmond Beach'* 1068
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27 Acres of Choice Fruit , Shade , Ornamental

Ti ees and Rose Bushes

It Has Been Our Pleasure

For 44 Years

To Serve in the Beautification of

Northwest Homes

CATALOG ON REQUEST

HUkmatulNwib&iieb
[OUR BUSINESS

IS

(7ROWING'

RICHMOND BEACH,WASHINGTON PHONE RICHMOND 2041 I

—
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SEATTLE-EVERETT HIGHWAY TO
RICHMOND HIGHLANDS I MILE
WEST ON RICHMOND BEACH ROAD
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General Notes on Fuchsias
(Continued from Page Fifteen)

home gardens. It makes a delightful ground

cover. The species are interesting and many

are grown here but the hybrids are more

spectacular.

Hybridization became so active in 1890

there were over 700 varieties to mark the

peak of their popularity in Europe. Some of

our most cherished ones are from that early

period and still rank very high in appeal.

They were introduced to California near

1850 and a flower show was held in San Fran-

cisco in 1854 with twenty-four fuchsias dis-

played. California has now become the center

of the best grown fuchsias in the world. There

are many new ones introduced each year of

surprising beauty. The color range is great,

with never a clash, no matter how many are

grown together—some red, some orange, some

white or pastel shades.

We can thank the American Fuchsia So-

ciety for its wonderful material—book, check

list and bulletins. The Puget Sound Fuchsia

Society, one of its branches, has been formed

within the year here.

For new hybrids, hand pollinate the flow-

ers; when the berry is ripe crush it and wash

out the very small seeds; sow in March in

pots and repot when needed.

In selecting new plants for the home it

would be quite possible to obtain many hun-

dreds but care must be taken as so many are

nearly alike. In Seattle there are about two

hundred named varieties of which over one

hundreds are in the trade. When obtained be

sure to keep the right labels permanently on

them so we will not have an abundance of

orphans. In Seattle fuchsias will grow in light

shade or full sun, thanks to our filtered sun-

shine and cool nights. If in the sun they re-

quire water and more water and a daily spray-

ing of the foliage. You can visit the Arbore-

tum, Volunteer Park, or the Ballard Locks

and some home gardens to see their beauty in

the sun.

The soil here is on the acid side which suits

their requirements, enriched if possible with

leaf mold and animal fertilizer. During the

growing season small additional amounts of

fertilizer can be given about every three

weeks. They can be grown as pot plants,

trained as standards, or as trailing plants. By

gentle care almost any variety will grow as

desired. The winter care varies with your lo-

cation. In favored places near either Lake

Washington or the Sound many of the hybrids

have withstood winters outside for years. In

other locations they need some form of pro-

tection, either covered, lifted and stored in

basement, sun porch or house. They are not

much bothered outdoors by pests but aphides

are very troublesome inside although they can

be controlled by spraying.

Fuchsias are ideal for flower arrangements

and the beauty of their blooms in corsages

must be seen to be appreciated. Although

fuchsias are called “old-fashioned,” they

bring joy and happiness into the garden from

July until mid-October or sometimes longer,

when most flowers are not at their best.

Western

Printins

Co.

• a complete

printing

service for
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2100 FIFTH AVENUE SEATTLE
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"The Handbook of

Rhododendrons"

Published by The Arboretum Foundation
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—

We will mail direct to you

or direct to receiver of gift

enclosing your gift card.

<•>

Price:
$5.00 per copy, plus tax

516 Medical Arts Bldg. Seattle 1, Washington
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lawn
REQUIRES LAWN SEED OF HIGHEST QUALITY

turf

A rich green, fine-textured lawn is a perfect

"setting" for the lovely gardens and homes of our

Northwest cities and suburbs.

Start your own beautiful lawn or re-seed the old

with LILLY'S CREBENT or N-P Lawn Seed-
mixtures of finest grasses, carefully selected for

deep root growth, smooth texture, and rich color.

Both of these mixtures are favored by home own-

ers of this region for their hardy, enduring qualities.

CREBENT Lawn Seed
For Lasting Beauty. A mixture of only finest leaved

rasses. producing close-growing, rich green, velvety
Excellent for front lawns, display gardens, etc.

N-P Lawn Seed
For Service with Beauty Producing lawns of hardy,

even-texture, and fine color For hard wear areas such
as play and service yards, parks, etc.

Your lawn can only be as good as the seed you sow
LILLY’S seeds are fresh, vigorous, and especially selected

for soil and climate of the Pacific Northwest.

ealer Near You
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